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Abstract
Draglines are massive machines that are widely used to excavate overburden in surface mining due
to their low operating cost and reliability. In standard operation, a dragline is required to remove a
strip of overburden to expose the target deposit by moving through a sequence of positions, and at
each position repeatedly digging the overburden and dumping it to a designated area. During a shift
(which can be up to 12 hours), the human operator is responsible for making decisions on where to
position the machine and how to move the overburden at each position based on his own experience.
A significant challenge for any surface mine is to mitigate the variation in experience across the
operator population and the variation in performance of an operator during a shift in order to improve
excavation consistency and productivity.
An opportunity exists for a system that can provide effective, up-to-date operation plans for
dragline excavation – a system that can act as an on-board supervisor, providing guidance to op-
erators or function as a ‘brain’, making decisions for future autonomous draglines. A gap in realizing
such a system is understanding how to represent the dragline operation planning problem and how to
determine the desirable operation plans. The work in this thesis aims to narrow this gap. The problem
to be solved is termed the dragline strategic planning problem, with the solution being a sequence of
actions in terms of positioning (where to move), digging (what to dig) and dumping (where to dump),
through which the dragline is able to complete the excavation task with minimum cost.
This thesis addresses the strategic planning problem for a dragline when it is employed to ex-
cavate a ‘block’ that represents a target volume of overburden to be removed along the strip. The
planning problem needs to be formulated to capture the operational constraints imposed in the three-
dimensional (3D) environment. The actions of positioning, digging, and dumping are coupled to-
gether and there are uncountable potential action sequences available. The decision-maker is required
to select the best action sequence among the candidates within a reasonable amount of time while
considering various cost factors.
The overall dragline strategic planning problem is tackled by first solving two sub-problems in this
thesis. The first sub-problem considers that given a sequence of prescribed dragline positions, what
overburden should be dug and where it should be dumped in order to finish the excavation task in
minimum time. This sub-problem is formulated and solved using mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP). The MILP formulation is able to capture the geometric constraints within the 3D environ-
ment; however, its significant computational burden prohibits its practical use for dragline strategic
planning. A reduced digging and dumping action space is defined based on the digging and dump-
ing pattern discovered through analysis of the MILP solutions, allowing a geometry-based simulation
model to be developed for dragline excavation, and the dragline strategic planning problem to be mod-
elled as searching a tree. A decision tree is constructed for the second sub-problem, which considers
where the dragline should be positioned to complete the excavation task in minimum time while using
a specified digging and dumping strategy. The A* and Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithms
are adapted to solve this tree search problem. The solutions to the second sub-problem provide im-
portant insights into the sensitivity of dragline productivity to different positioning patterns.
Inspired by the solutions to the two sub-problems, this thesis further develops a two-phase hier-
archical planning framework to solve the overall dragline strategic planning problem efficiently. In
the first phase, a dragline positioning sequence is obtained using an MCTS algorithm with a specified
digging and dumping strategy applied at each position, and then further improved using a Variable
Neighbourhood Search algorithm. The positioning solution from the first phase is then used to guide
the search for the globally optimal action sequence in the second phase, where another MCTS al-
gorithm is applied to search the tree that now includes the selection of digging and dumping actions.
Through a simulation study, it is shown that the proposed planning framework is able to improve the
overall dragline action sequence as the time budget increases, and converge to the global optimum
while remaining tractable. The framework is also able to incorporate domain knowledge to further
enhance its planning efficiency and work with any customized cost function.
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a planning framework for dragline
excavation at the strategic level. The general nature of the framework makes it capable of being
adapted to solve other planning problems where the agent is associated with an action hierarchy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In surface mining, a mineral or coal deposit is extracted after removing the waste material (overbur-
den) that sits above the deposit in excavations that are open to the surface [1]. The target in surface
mining is to access the deposits in a timely and efficient manner. Draglines (Figure 1.1(a)) are one of
the largest and most expensive (in excess of US$200 million per machine) excavators used in surface
mining. A single scoop of the dragline bucket is capable of removing up to 100 tonnes of overburden,
and a dragline is able to move the overburden to its final resting place with minimal aid from other
equipment. The total volume of overburden removed annually by a dragline ranges from 15Mbm3/yr
(million cubic meters of overburden in situ per year) to over 30Mbm3/yr depending on the size of
the machine [2]. Given their intensive capital values, the draglines are typically required to operate
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and they usually have service lives from 30 to 40 years [3]. With
the draglines’ excellent earthmoving capabilities, it is unsurprising that even small amount of im-
provements in their productivity can lead to significant economic benefits. According to [4], a 1%
improvement in dragline productivity is valued at around AU$1 million per machine per year.
This thesis considers the problem of developing optimal strategic plans for a dragline in order to
improve its excavation consistency and productivity in removing a ‘block’ of overburden. A dragline
strategic plan is given by a sequence of actions regarding the positions where the dragline operates
and the material movement during excavation at each position. We aim to provide a planning frame-
work that is able to answer the questions of ‘What material should I take from the current dragline
position?’, ‘Where should I place this material?’, and ‘Where should I move the dragline next to con-
tinue the excavation?’. The planning process is required to stay on-line in order to provide up-to-date
strategic plans in the dynamic mining environment.
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Figure 1.1: (a) A dragline excavator (from [5] with annotations of its major mechanical components); (b)
An actual dragline working environment in surface coal mining (courtesy of the Australian Coal Industry’s
Research Program, ACARP Project C25038). The task for the dragline is to remove the overburden and
expose the coal seam underneath.
Developing optimal strategic plans for draglines is an important step to improve their productiv-
ity. Dragline productivity, which is generally measured as the rate of material removal, is significantly
affected by decisions on where to position the machine, and how to move the overburden at each posi-
tion. Currently, these decisions are made by human operators, and the excavation is largely dependent
on their skill and experience. The performance of human operators can vary up to 20% across the
operator population and for an individual can vary over a shift (up to 12 hours) [4]. It is predicted that
the guidance of an optimized strategic plan can help the operators achieve consistent and effective
excavations, leading to a reduction of operational variance and an improvement of productivity. The
ability to optimize the strategic plans is also key to building autonomous dragline excavators, which
are not yet commercially available.
1.1 Dragline Excavation in Surface Mining
There are several mining methods in surface mining: i) open-pit mining; ii) strip mining; iii) highwall
mining; and iv) quarrying. The selection of a mining method depends on a number of factors, such
as the deposit type, the deposit geometry, and the overburden depth. Strip mining is usually selected
when the geometry of the deposit is either tabular or bedded [2]. In strip mining, the overburden
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is divided into in a number of strips and the removed overburden from the current strip is placed in
the previously mined strip, where the target deposit has already been extracted. Strip mining is most
commonly used for extracting coal deposits. The main difference between strip mining and open-pit
mining is the overburden disposal. In open-pit mining, the overburden is dumped outside the final pit
boundary rather than directly onto the previously mined strip in strip mining [6]. Highwall mining
is often used to recover coal from a highwall left behind in an open-pit mine or strip mine when
the excavation has been completed, and quarrying is a process of extracting construction aggregates
which are usually in the form of concrete and asphalt [7, 8].
The removal of the overburden in strip mining can be achieved by several types of equipment,
which includes track dozers, draglines, or electric shovels (with the aid of haul trucks). When the
scale of the strips and deposit geometry allow, a dragline can provide the most cost-effective excava-
tion process among these equipment [2]. Figure 1.1(b) presents an actual view of a coal mining strip
for a dragline and Figure 1.2 shows the schematic of the geometric structure of a strip. In dragline ex-
cavation, the removal of a strip is scheduled in a sequence of ‘blocks’. Each of these blocks represents
a target volume of overburden in the current strip whose dimensions are determined by the geometry
of the machine and strip. The dragline removes a block of overburden by walking through a sequence
of positions on the bench, and at each position excavating a significant amount of overburden through
a number of dig-dump cycles. Specifically, each dig-dump cycle comprises
• Digging the overburden by dragging the bucket on the terrain surface towards the fairlead with
the drag rope;
• Hoisting the loaded bucket with the hoist rope while swinging it to a chosen location over the
adjacent area;
• Dumping the material by releasing the dump rope; and
• Swinging and lowering the bucket back to the block to start the next cycle.
The dumped material forms and extends a spoil pile in the previously mined strip. The time for a
dragline to complete a dig-dump cycle is approximately one minute [3, 9]. The drag rope and the
hoist rope are controlled by separate motors that are located inside the machinery house. The dragline
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moves to a new position when there is little overburden available for digging from the current position,
or the operator judges that the remaining overburden can be more efficiently removed from another
position. In actual excavation, the dragline could spend hours in digging and dumping at a single
position and the time for moving the dragline between two positions is in the magnitude of minutes.
The dragline moves between different positions using a pair of walking shoes under the tub. After the
current block is excavated, the dragline retreats to a new position along the strip excavation direction
and starts the excavation of the next block.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the geometric structure of an example coal mining strip for the dragline. The crosses
on the working bench indicate an example dragline positioning sequence through which Block 1 is removed.
Various operating methods have been developed to efficiently use draglines depending on different
strip geometry [3]. Several typical operating methods include:
• Simple side casting: The simplest, standard operating method for draglines. With this method,
the dragline is required to be able to reach the deepest overburden and finish the excavation of a
block while moving within a feasible working area on the bench. The dragline digs the material
and directly dumps it onto the spoil pile. Figure 1.2 is an example of the dragline using the
simple side casting method;
• Advanced benching: This method is useful in areas of uneven terrain or in overburden where
a top layer of unconsolidated material overlays competent rock [3]. With advanced benching,
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the block is divided into two parts: the upper part and the lower part. While the lower part of
block is removed through a similar process to simple side casting, the upper part is removed
by chop cutting where the dragline removes the overburden above its standing level with the
bucket pulling down the bench surface;
• Extended benching: This method is commonly used when the depth of overburden is too large
for the dragline to fit all the overburden into the room for dumping within its reach. Instead of
dumping the material directly onto the spoil pile, an extended bridge is first built against the old
highwall. This bridge extends the working bench and allows the dragline to utilize the dumping
room which is not available in simple side casting. Because of the extended bridge, the dragline
will also have to remove part of the previous bridge during excavation (re-handling).
Other operating methods used in more complex geologic conditions can be referred to in [10].
1.2 Dragline Automation and Operation Planning
Automation has been identified as a technology to improve the productivity, safety and profitability of
mining [11] and the automation of dragline excavation has been pursued by the industry for more than
two decades [12]. Figure 1.3 shows the overview of several layers of planning required to achieve
full automation of dragline excavation in strip mining. At the site level, the planner designs the
dimensions of the strips and blocks. The planner also schedules their excavation sequence in order
to comply with the development plan of the strip mine and achieve the production target. A large
body of work [9, 13, 14, 15, 16] has contributed to this level of planning and there are off-the-shelf
software available for this purpose [17, 18]. Given the output from the site-level planner, the planner
at the machine level determines the positioning sequence of the dragline and its digging and dumping
plans at each position to finish the excavation of each block. Detailed operational constraints must
be considered at this level of planning to ensure that the output machine behaviours are practically
feasible to follow. At the execution and control level, the operation plan from the second level is
executed. Controllers are applied to the actuators to control the bucket trajectory and automate the
process of dragging, swinging, hoisting, and dumping.
For the excavation of a block, the automation of dragline operation requires three layers of plan-
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Figure 1.3: An overview of different levels of planning required to achieve dragline automation.
ning (or control), as shown in Figure 1.4. Given the current terrain profile of the block and its target
terrain, the planner at the strategic level determines the positioning sequence of the dragline and the
bulk material movement at each position. The bulk material movement involves the removal of a spe-
cified body of overburden from the block and the disposal of the removed material over the spoil pile
at different locations. Geometric constraints must be taken into account to guarantee the feasibility of
following the strategic plan at the lower levels. These constraints could be imposed by the interaction
between the dragline and the overburden, by the physical limits of the dragline, or by the high-level
strip excavation plan. If the excavation results in an unexpected terrain profile, the strategic plan is
required to be updated within minutes to an hour.
With the output strategic plan from the strategic level, the tactical planner at the second level
optimizes the digging and dumping sequence for each dragline position. These include the start
and end points of filling the bucket on the terrain surface and the corresponding dumping point for
the bucket at each dig-dump cycle. Dynamic constraints during dragging, hoisting, swinging and
dumping have to be considered at this level to ensure the feasibility of executing these motions.
The computation of the future digging and dumping sequence typically needs to be finished within
minutes.
Finally at the execution level, the bucket trajectory during a dig-dump cycle is optimized and
controlled by the on-board controllers, following the digging and dumping sequence from the tactical
level. The control signals are generally required to be updated within a second. To assist with the
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strategic and tactical planning, the dragline must be able to sense its surroundings and its bucket
position during excavation and adjust its operation plans according to the perceived information if
necessary.
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Figure 1.4: Machine-level automation of the excavation of a block by the dragline.
The history of dragline automation can be traced back to the 1990s when a team of CSIRO re-
searches began to investigate the possibility of automating the swing process of these gigantic earth-
moving machines. The model of the electrical system inside a dragline and the dynamics of the
bucket rigging were developed in their early work and closed-loop controllers were designed to auto-
matically control the bucket trajectory during swinging between predefined digging and dumping
points [19, 20, 21, 22]. Later, the introduction of laser scanners on draglines and the advancement
of the digital terrain mapping (DTM) system have allowed robust sensing of the rope position and
the surrounding terrain [23, 24]. Between 2000 and 2002, the same team of researchers managed to
perform a two-week test of the swing automation system in an actual production environment [4].
During the test, the dragline completed over 3000 automated dig-dump cycles and moved nearly
200,000 tonnes of overburden. The evaluation of the swing automation system in an actual mining
environment can be seen as a milestone towards machine-level automation of dragline excavation.
The development of this swing automation system has focused on the execution level of planning and
therefore, the system still requires inputs about the start-of-filling points, end-of-filling points and
dumping points from human operators.
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To achieve full automation of dragline excavation at the machine level, the ability to generate
optimal strategic or tactical plans is highly desirable. However, very little work has been reported
in the open literature in terms of dragline operation planning at either the strategic or tactical level.
Previous work by Sier [25] approached the planning problem at the strategic level by modelling the
digging and dumping process as relocating sub-blocks of overburden in the block to the designated
locations on the spoil pile for the given dragline positions. He also proposed using the dynamic
programming method to optimize the way to divide the block into sub-blocks. At that time, the
reported methods only addressed the strategic planning over two-dimensional (2D) range diagrams
of the strip and did not capture the inherent complexity of planning in the three-dimensional (3D)
environment. A project conducted by Thornton and Whiten [26] adapted the genetic algorithms to
tackle the dragline strategic and tactical planning problems in both 2D and 3D scenarios. The output
of their proposed algorithm is a sequence of decision variables, indicating the volume of material
moved from a digging location to a dumping location or the position to which the dragline is going to
moved. Due to the huge size of the decision space and the nature of the genetic algorithm, obtaining
a satisfactory solution generally took a very long time and the optimality of the solution was not
guaranteed. A recent work by Knights et al. [27] developed an algorithm to determine where the
dragline could have been moved to improve its productivity based on the operational data. But this is
a historical analysis tool and it has no operation planning capability.
From the previous work on dragline operation planning, we can see that a suitable strategic or
tactical planner is not yet available for automating dragline excavation. The existing dragline strategic
or tactical planners have failed to consider the planning problem in the 3D environment, or to provide
near-optimal solutions fast enough to enable on-line planning. Computation time is important in
dragline strategic or tactical planning. The ability of re-planning in real time allows us to capture the
unexpected terrain change during excavation that is difficult to model in the planners, and update the
excavation plan within the time constraints on the specific level of planning if necessary.
In this thesis, we aim to develop a strategic planner for dragline excavation. We consider the
problem of optimizing the dragline positioning, digging and dumping strategies when it is employed
to remove a block of overburden. Specifically, given the current terrain profile of the block and its tar-
get terrain, we determine where the dragline should be positioned, which part of overburden it should
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take, where it should dump the removed overburden at that position, and where it should be positioned
next in order to minimize the overall operation time in completing the excavation task. The problem
is termed the dragline strategic planning problem. In this thesis, we propose a planning framework
for dragline strategic planning that considers the geometric constraints in the 3D environment and is
capable of generating near-optimal strategic plans for excavation while remaining tractable.
1.3 Operation Planning for Other Excavators
There has been research effort in planning the operation for excavators in both the mining and the
construction industries [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Significant work has been per-
formed at Carnegie Mellon University by Singh and his colleagues back in 1990s [28, 29, 30, 31].
Their work mainly focused on tactical planning for excavators, which considers the problem of how
to optimize the digging sequence for an excavator to complete the excavation of a specified body of
waste material at a static position. They assumed that a high-level strategic plan has been provided
as the input to the tactical planner. In their proposed tactical planner, the digging sequence of an ex-
cavator is optimized within a digging action space, which is spanned by parameters that can abstract
the digging action that the excavator is likely to perform. The researchers argued not to perform the
optimization within the traditional configuration space (C-space), because in order to describe the
geometric configuration of the whole system, the state of the terrain profile has to be encoded in the
C-space. Since the overburden is deformable and the surrounding environment is consistently ma-
nipulated by the excavator, a significant number of variables are required to fully describe the terrain
state and there is an indefinite number of possible states. Optimizing the digging sequence within this
C-space is therefore intractable. This argument distinguishes the operation planning in excavation
from the planning in other applications. In two survey papers written by Singh [39, 40], different
aspects of automation of earthmoving were discussed and the related work was reviewed.
Recently, the operation planning problem for rope shovels has been addressed in [32, 33, 34] at
both the strategic and tactical level, where the positioning sequence of the shovel and the digging
sequence at each position are considered at the same time. This coupled planning problem is termed
the Tactical Movement Problem and a multi-resolution receding horizon algorithm was proposed to
solve the problem. Given the current terrain of a digging area and its target terrain, the algorithm first
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applies a wavelet transform to represent the current state of the terrain at a coarser level. Then, an
optimization method is used to solve the planning problem at this coarse level. Based on the resulting
action sequence, a mid-task target terrain (e.g., the simulated resulting terrain after executing half of
the action sequence) is selected and it is used as the target terrain in the planning problem at a finer
level. These two steps repeat until the planning problem is solved at the finest level and then only the
first action from the final action sequence is implemented. After that, the resulting terrain is sensed
and used for planning at the next step. The combination of multi-resolution and receding horizon
planning allows near-optimal solutions to be obtained with reasonable computational resources while
considering the actual effect on the terrain by excavation [33]. Although the operation planning
problem for the shovels was addressed at the tactical level, dynamic constraints imposed by soil-tool
interaction were not considered in this work.
There are some notable differences between operation planning for draglines and operation plan-
ning for other excavators. Each dragline is a self-contained excavation system that is able to achieve
the movement of overburden from one designated area to another with minimal aid of other equip-
ment. Material dumping plays a major part in dragline excavation. The choice of the dumping
locations and the volume of material dumped at each location significantly affects the overall pro-
ductivity. Further, the dumping operation is not independent of the digging operation in dragline
excavation. The volume of overburden that can be removed at a particular dragline position is in-
fluenced by the available room for dumping, which is influenced by the dumping strategy applied at
the previous positions. The optimization of dragline positioning, digging and dumping strategies are
coupled together. In contrast, the cost associated with dumping the removed material is often ignored
in operation planning for other excavators, since the removed overburden is usually dumped onto
haul trucks. Even if it is included in the planning problem, the associated cost is only related to the
truck location when loading the material and the haul distance afterwards [31, 36]. Also, the removed
overburden has no effects on the terrain state within the excavators’ workspace because the material
is transported out of the working site.
The unique operation pattern of dragline excavators has added an extra layer of complexity in
designing a suitable strategic planner. The surrounding environment of a dragline is continuously
manipulated by two coupled operations: digging and dumping. The planner must be able to consider
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the effect on the 3D environment brought by the combinations of these two operations, and select the
best ones (among possibly infinite number of them) for different dragline positions to complete the
excavation task in minimum time.
1.4 Optimization and Planning Methods
The dragline strategic planning problem belongs to the type of planning problems where the aim is
to transform the state of a system (terrain profile, personal income, warehouse stock, etc.) from an
initial state to a state that satisfies a goal condition with minimum cost subject to a set of constraints.
The solution to this kind of problems can be a sequence of actions or an action policy that returns the
best next action given the current state of the system. There have been numerous optimization and
planning methods proposed to solve these kind of problems and we are reviewing several categories
of these methods in the following sections.
1.4.1 Optimization and Planning Methods in Previous Excavation Planning
Some optimization and planning methods that have been used in operation planning for excavators
are described in this section. We will also discuss their applicability on the dragline strategic planning
problem.
Expert System
An expert system is a computer program that is designed to solve planning problems by representing
the knowledge from experts as a set of conditional statements, or rules [41]. The main advantage of
this method is the explicit and intuitive representation of the information during decision making. By
following a chain of if-then rules, the planner is able to solve the problem based on the experience
and knowledge from the experts in that specific domain. In [38], an expert system was designed
to solve the strategic planning problem for excavators working at an actual construction site. The
system incorporates knowledge from the operators and helps determine the positioning sequence
of the excavator from which the whole specified digging area can be covered. In [37], two rule-
based algorithms were developed to automatically generate commands for a robotic machine to fill a
specified dump pile with material, or to clear an area of overburden. Despite the advantages of the
expert system, the knowledge from experts is sometimes not easy to acquire and represent. The expert
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system method is not suitable for solving the current dragline strategic planning problem as it bases
its solutions on existing strategic plans from operators and does not optimize the strategies depending
on the specific terrain state itself. Nevertheless, domain knowledge from experts is very important in
the development of a fast and reliable planning algorithm for dragline excavation and we will show
this in the remainder of the thesis.
Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is a search algorithm that recursively improves the quality of the solution to an
optimization problem via a process that mimics natural selection [42]. A population of solutions is
first initialized where each of these solutions is encoded in a chromosome-like data structure. During
each iteration, a portion of the solutions in this population is selected based on their quality (measured
by a fitness function). A new solution (child solution) is generated from a pair of these selected
solutions (parent solutions) to update the population. Each part of a child solution may be formed
by a crossover process, where this part of solution is copied from one of its parent solutions based
on a specified probability distribution; or by a mutation process, where random changes are made at
this part of solution. By repeating the above process, the average fitness of the solution population
gradually improves and the best solution is returned once the algorithm is terminated.
The genetic algorithm is one of the metaheuristic approaches [43] that is useful when an optim-
ization problem cannot be solved by any problem-specific algorithms. There are several limitations
in its application to the excavation planning problems. For example in [26], the genetic algorithm
was used to improve the dragline digging, dumping and positioning sequences. The solution is rep-
resented as a sequence of decision values of two types. The first type of decision value represents
the amount of material moved from a digging location to a dumping location while the second type
of value gives the next position for the dragline. Performing pure crossover and mutation processes
on two of these solution sequences are very likely to result in an infeasible solution sequence due to
the operational constraints in dragline excavation. To address this issue, the authors had to adopt pro-
cedures that increase the possibility of generating feasible solution sequences, making the algorithm
computationally inefficient. Also, the quality of the final solution in the genetic algorithm depends
heavily on the quality of the initial solutions. For the dragline strategic planning problem, initializing
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a population of reasonably good feasible solutions is already a difficult task. Finally, the optimality
of the final solution in a genetic algorithm is not guaranteed. To produce a near-optimal solution, a
genetic algorithm usually has to be restarted several times with different initial solutions. Due to these
limitations, the genetic algorithm is likely to be impractical for solving the dragline strategic planning
problem.
Linear Programming
Linear programming (LP) is a mathematical optimization method that is used to determine the value
of a set of decision variables such that an objective function is minimized (or maximized) and a set of
constraints are satisfied. The general form of a linear program is
minimize fTx,
subject to Ax ≤ b,
Aeqx = beq,
lb ≤ x ≤ ub,
where x is a vector of decision variables to be computed. A commercial LP solver such as Gur-
obi [44] is capable of solving linear programs with millions of variables and constraints in a short
time on personal computers, given that all the decision variables are continuous. In [36], LP is used
to determine the excavation plan for a crew formation of several construction equipment generated by
a genetic algorithm to minimize the excavation cost. The optimized excavation cost is then regarded
as the fitness of this crew formation in the genetic algorithm.
In occasions where some of the decision variables are integers, the resulting mathematical pro-
gram is called a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). The integer variables are introduced to provide
convenience for formulating some optimization problems. For example in [45], a binary variable in
{0, 1} is used to represent whether a material disposal location is set up (1) or not (0). The for-
mulation and solution of a MILP is also supported by solvers such as Gurobi using the branch and
bound algorithm [46]. MILP has been used to solve many other planning and optimization prob-
lems [47, 48, 49, 50]. One particular interesting problem that can be formulated as a MILP is called
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the Covering Salesman Problem (CSP) [51, 52], which is an extension of the classical Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP) and therefore is NP-hard. In CSP, the agent has a pre-defined covering
radius and a minimum-cost tour needs to be computed so that a specified set of locations are either
visited or covered after the agent travels through the locations in this tour. This is similar to the
dragline strategic planning problem, where a dragline positioning sequence needs to be computed
to complete the excavation of the overburden in the block. However, unlike the covering radius in
CSP, the overburden that a dragline can remove at a particular position depends on the current terrain
profile and the geometric constraints. If a large number of integer variables have to be introduced to
describe the terrain profile in MILP, then the computational burden may become overwhelming. To
solve a basic CSP, other techniques such as local search are often incorporated in the algorithm [53].
1.4.2 Other Optimization and Planning Methods
While operation planning for excavators has not received significant attention within the research
community, there is a vast amount of work in the fields of artificial intelligence and operations research
on developing and applying optimization and planning methods to solve similar problems.
Local Search
Local search is also one of the metaheuristic approaches that improves the solution to a problem by
iteratively searching and evaluating other candidate solutions within a defined ‘neighbourhood’ of the
current solution. When all the candidate solutions in the current neighbourhood have been evaluated,
the current solution is replaced by the neighbouring solution that achieves the maximum improvement
and the above process repeats. The algorithm is usually terminated when no improvement is made in
a specified number of steps. Similar to the genetic algorithm, the quality of the final solution obtained
by the local search method is largely affected by the initial solution. Since only one solution is
initialized and the searching process is only performed in a single neighbourhood structure, it is easy
for the local search method to get stuck in local optima. One possible approach to cope with this issue
is to apply the Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) method proposed in [54]. The local search
process in VNS is not limited to a single neighbourhood structure. At each iteration of a basic VNS
algorithm, a new solution is first randomly selected within the neighbourhood of the current solution
(this is called a ‘shaking’ process). Then a local search is performed within a neighbourhood with
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the same size around the new solution, seeking to find a better solution. If an improvement is made,
then the current solution is assigned to the improved solution and the above process repeats with a
neighbourhood of the same size; otherwise, the above process repeats with a larger neighbourhood.
By searching among the neighbourhood structures with various sizes, it is more likely that the solution
can escape from the local optima.
The definition of a neighbourhood of a solution is vital in the local search method as it determines
the search space at the algorithm. One difficulty of applying the local search method is that sometimes
it is not intuitive as to how one should define the neighbourhood of a particular solution. For TSP and
its related problems, several methods have been proposed to define the neighbourhood of a travelling
tour [55, 56].
For the dragline strategic planning problem, obtaining a feasible initial solution may already be a
difficult task in some situations. Therefore, it is not practical to solve the problem by the local search
method alone. But it is possible to use it to improve an existing solution during the planning process.
Approximate Dynamic Programming (Reinforcement Learning)
Approximate dynamic programming (ADP), or reinforcement learning (RL), is a class of algorithms
that solve sequential decision making problems through interaction with the environment (either ac-
tual or simulated). By iteratively taking actions and observing the incurred costs and the state trans-
itions, the agent gradually learns how to act at a particular state so that the future cumulative cost is
minimized. ADP is typically used to solve stochastic decision making problems where the state trans-
ition after taking an action is based on some probability distributions (Markov decision processes, or
MDPs). If the state transition probabilities are known, then a MDP can be solved via traditional dy-
namic programming (DP) methods such as value iteration and policy iteration [57, 58]. However, DP
suffers from ‘the curse of dimensionality’ when dealing with problems with large state and/or action
spaces [59], making it intractable for these problems.
ADP (or RL) is an attractive method to solve sequential decision making problems because min-
imal prior knowledge is required regarding the structure of the solution. The only requirement for an
ADP algorithm is the ability to observe the cost of taking an action and the resulting state (even par-
tially). For the dragline strategic planning problem, this allows us to develop a simulator for dragline
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excavation and use an ADP algorithm to solve the problem. An ADP algorithm is also an anytime
algorithm, meaning that we are able to terminate the algorithm at any time and use the resulting action
policy to decide the next implemented action given the current state of the system.
One of the most popular algorithms in ADP is Q-learning [60]. In Q-learning, there is a Q-value
for taking action at a particular state and it is the estimation of the minimum cumulative future cost
after taking this action at this state. After an action is taken, the Q-value of taking this action at the
current state is updated by
Q(s, a) = c+ γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′),
where c the observed cost of taking action a at the current state s. s′ is next state observed after
taking the action. γ is a discount factor between [0, 1] that models the relative importance between
the immediate cost and the future cost. In order to get the accurate estimation of the Q-values, each
state-action pair has to be visited for a large amount of times and this requirement is not practical for
problems with large state and/or action spaces. The action policy during the learning process controls
what states are going to be visited in the algorithm and it has to balance between exploration and
exploitation, a common dilemma among ADP algorithms. On the one hand, we want to choose an
action with the minimum Q-value and exploit the subsequence states because it is more likely that
the optimal policy leads to this part of state space; on the other hand, we also want to explore the
less-often visited states to update their information in case we are stuck at a locally optimal policy.
A common strategy to address this dilemma in Q-learning is to include randomization in the action
selection during learning, such as using the ǫ-greedy strategy [59]. Here ǫ is a constant between [0, 1]
and it is the probability that we select the action at the current state totally at random (exploration).
Tree Search Algorithms
The decision making process in some planning problems can be viewed as searching a decision tree.
In the tree, each node represents a state of the system and each edge represents an action initiating
the transition from one state to another. In this section, three different tree search algorithms are
reviewed.
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A* Search The A* search algorithm is among the most popular tree search algorithms [61]. Ini-
tialized with the root, a set of unexpanded nodes (the open set) is iteratively updated by selecting
a member to further explore, adding all the children of the selected node to the open set, and then
deleting the selected node from the open set. The algorithm terminates when the selected node from
the open set satisfies the goal condition (goal node). From the open set, the A* algorithm chooses
to expand the node through which the path from the root to the goal has a minimum overall cost.
The overall cost of a path through a node is the sum of the actual cost of the path from the root to
this node and the estimated cost of the path from this node to the goal (computed by a heuristic cost
function). Figure 1.5 shows one iteration of the A* algorithm in a simple problem. The A* search
algorithm is one of the informed search algorithms that considers the estimated future cost during
searching. It guarantees to produce the optimal solution after termination if the heuristic cost function
is admissible, that is it never overestimates the cost from the current node to the nearest goal node. It
also guarantees to explore the least amount of nodes in the tree among the informed search algorithms
using the same heuristic cost function. In the dragline strategic planning problem, if we are able to
obtain a good estimate of the future cost to complete the excavation task from the current state of the
system, then it is possible to solve the planning problem efficiently using the A* algorithm. The A*
algorithm and its variants have extensive application in planning problems [62, 63, 64]. But it is only
able to solve single-agent decision making problems with deterministic state transitions.
The searching efficiency of the A* algorithm depends heavily on the quality of the heuristic cost
function. An ideal heuristic cost function always returns the minimum transition cost from the current
state to the goal state but this is generally not easy to obtain. The searching complexity is related to
the size of the tree that is determined by the number of feasible actions and the searching depth.
Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree The Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) is an algorithm
proposed to solve a broad class of robot path and motion planning problems [65]. In a basic RRT
algorithm, the tree is incrementally expanded starting from the root. In each iteration, a new state is
first randomly chosen from the state space. Then the nearest node in the existing tree is found and the
algorithm tries to find a feasible action to achieve the state transition between the state of the nearest
node and the new state. If a feasible action is found, then a node for the new state is added to the tree
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Figure 1.5: One example iteration of the A* search algorithm. The numbers beside the edges are the state
transition costs while the numbers inside the nodes are the heuristic costs.
along with the edge representing the feasible action; otherwise, a new node is added to the tree that
represents the nearest state to the new state which can be achieved without violating the constraints.
The above process repeats until the goal state is reached by the tree or the time budget is run out.
Some variants of the RRT algorithm have been proposed to bias the expansion of the tree towards
the goal and guarantee the optimality of the final solution [66, 67]. Nevertheless, the RRT-based
algorithms is not directly applicable to the dragline strategic planning problem. The main reason
is the significant number of variables required to represent the terrain profile in this problem. A
conventional way to represent the terrain profile is to discretize horizontal plane by uniform grids and
assign height values to the grid points [68]. Randomly changing the height values of the grid points
is very likely to result in an infeasible terrain to be achieved by the excavator. It is also difficult to
define a metric that measures the ‘distance’ from a particular state to the new state that cannot be
directly reached in the dragline strategic planning problem. Even the new state is feasible, there is no
guarantee that there exists a feasible action from one of the nodes in the current tree to any states near
the new state. The state transition in excavation is not reversible.
Monte-Carlo Tree Search The Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm is a tree search al-
gorithm that has recently been successfully applied to solve a wide range of planning problems with
extremely large search spaces [69], especially in games like Go [70, 71]. It can be used to solve either
deterministic decision making problems or MDPs. The essence of the MCTS algorithm is to estimate
the expected future cost from each node via iterativeMonte-Carlo simulation. Each iteration in a basic
MCTS algorithm consists of four phases [72], as shown in Figure 1.6. For illustration, we only de-
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scribe these four phases in solving a deterministic problem. Starting from the root, the MCTS method
first selects a sequence of child nodes along a path following a tree policy until a partially expanded
node is encountered (selection phase). Then a child node is added to this node (expansion phase)
before the algorithm starts choosing the subsequent actions from this child node following a default
policy until one of the terminal conditions is met (simulation phase). Finally, the complete action
sequence from the above three phases is evaluated and the incurred costs are backpropagated through
the nodes presented in the first two phases to update their information (backpropagation phase). By
iterating the above four phases, the tree is grown incrementally and asymmetrically. It is an anytime
algorithm, meaning that once the algorithm is terminated (e.g., the time budget runs out), the best
action sequence is returned.
c
c
c
c
c
Selection Expansion Simulation Backpropagation
Tree policy
Default 
policy
Figure 1.6: One MCTS iteration in a tree where there are only two available actions at each state. The node is
partially expanded if one of the feasible actions at that state has not been sampled before.
TheMCTS algorithm can be viewed as one of the ADP (RL) algorithms where the agent iteratively
interacts with the environment and learns how to act from the observed cost of taking the actions. The
application of the MCTS algorithm is also faced with the dilemma of exploration vs. exploitation.
In MCTS, the tree policy controls the balance between exploring a subsequent part of the tree that
has not been sampled enough and exploiting a subsequent part of the tree that looks promising based
on the information from the previous iterations. A popular tree policy used in MCTS is the Upper
Confidence Bounds algorithm (UCB1) [73]. The UCB1 algorithm directs the current search path to a
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child node that maximizes
(1− cm) + C
√
lnnp
nm
, (1.1)
where cm is the expected future cost of the child node m computed based on the previous iterations
(usually in [0, 1]), nm is the number of times the child node has been visited and np is the number
of times the current (parent) node p has been visited. The second term ensures that the less-often
visited nodes can be sampled at the early stage of the algorithm. As the algorithm progresses, the
value of Eq (1.1) is dominated by the first term and nodes with lower average costs will more likely
to be selected. However, due to the existence of the second term, all the nodes in the decision tree
will gradually be visited. This ensures that the MCTS algorithm converges to the optimal solution
if enough computation resources is provided. C is a positive constant that can be tuned to favour
exploration (large C) or exploitation (small C). The default policy typically performs a Monte-Carlo
simulation (selects the subsequent actions uniformly at random) until one of the terminal conditions
is met. But it can also be replaced with different action selection policies to bias the search towards
the desirable search space [74].
Compared to the A* algorithm, the expansion of the tree in the MCTS algorithm depends on
iterative action sampling from the root down the tree rather than on a hand-crafted heuristic cost
function. It is therefore suitable for solving a decision making problem where a reasonable heuristic
function is unavailable and the search space is large.
1.5 Thesis Statement
1.5.1 Aims
The aims of this thesis are to:
• Understand the complexities of planning dragline operations at the strategic level and examine
key factors that affect dragline productivity;
• Provide a mathematical definition of the dragline strategic planning problem that captures the
actual operational constraints in the 3D environment;
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• Develop a cost function that is able to represent the operation time in dragline excavation for
the purpose of dragline strategic planning;
• Develop a planning framework that is able to produce a feasible dragline strategic plan in terms
of where to move, what to dig, and where to dump given the initial and target terrain of the
working environment;
• Evaluate the proposed framework to ensure that by following the output strategic plan, the
dragline is able to finish the excavation task of a block in minimum time;
• Verify that the proposed framework is able to solve the dragline strategic planning problem
efficiently to enable on-line planning.
1.5.2 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a hierarchical planning framework for
dragline strategic planning in the excavation of a block. The proposed hierarchical planning frame-
work combines the MCTS and VNS algorithms to solve the problem of where to move, what to dig,
and where to dump in order to complete the excavation task in minimum time. The framework con-
siders actual dragline operational constraints in the 3D environment and provides the possibility of
performing strategic planning in real time. The development of such a strategic planner can be seen
as a stepping stone towards the automation of dragline excavation.
In this thesis, we also formulate and solve two sub-problems in dragline strategic planning. Even
though the strategic planning problem is only addressed from a particular perspective in these sub-
problems, their solutions provide insights of the complexities involved in dragline strategic planning
and inspire the development of the hierarchical planning framework. A simulation model and a cost
function for dragline excavation have also been developed for the purpose of strategic planning.
1.6 Outline of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 formally defines and formulates the dragline strategic planning problem. The com-
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plexities of this problem are examined and the assumptions made during the algorithm devel-
opment are described;
• Chapter 3 formulates a mixed-integer linear program to address the problem of planning the
dragline digging and dumping strategy for a prescribed dragline positioning sequence. The
operational constraints in dragline excavation are described and formulated using MILP;
• Chapter 4 redefines the action space for digging and dumping based on the solutions to the
first sub-problem in Chapter 3. A geometry-based simulation model for dragline excavation is
developed with this redefined action space and the cost function for computing the operation
time is improved;
• Chapter 5 adapts the A* and MCTS algorithms to address the problem of planning the dragline
positioning sequence with a specified digging and dumping strategy applied at each position;
• Chapter 6 proposes a hierarchical planning framework that combines the MCTS and VNS al-
gorithms to solve the overall dragline strategic planning problem, where the actions of position-
ing, digging and dumping are considered at the same time;
• Chapter 7 summarises the conclusions of this thesis and suggests the directions for future re-
search.
Chapter 2
Dragline Strategic Planning Problem
2.1 Problem Overview
In dragline strategic planning, we look to obtain a sequence of dragline positions and the correspond-
ing digging and dumping actions at each position that complete the excavation task of a block in
minimum operation time. The excavation task is defined as removing the overburden from the block
until its terrain profile satisfies a goal condition. This is a complex problem, due to the following
factors:
• Difficulty in modelling the machine-terrain interaction. The dragline is continuously manipu-
lating the 3D structure of its surrounding environment during excavation. The dragline strategic
planning problem needs to be formulated and addressed in the 3D environment in order to help
improve the productivity in actual excavation. However, modelling the interaction between the
dragline and the terrain accurately is extremely difficult and computationally expensive due to
a number of related variables (material properties, tool shape, weather condition, etc.). The ef-
fect on the terrain profile from excavation needs to be approximated for the purpose of strategic
planning;
• Difficulty in capturing the operational constraints in excavation. The output strategic plans must
satisfy the operational constraints in dragline excavation to ensure their feasibility in practice.
These constraints could be imposed by the interaction between the dragline and the terrain,
by the physical limits of the dragline, or by the high-level strip mining plan. Some of these
constraints are dependent on the current terrain in the environment, adding an extra layer of
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complexity to this problem. The imposed constraints significantly affect the available material
for digging and the available room for dumping at different dragline positions;
• Coupling between the actions. The actions of positioning, digging and dumping are coupled
together in the dragline strategic planning problem. The position of the dragline determines the
area that the bucket can cover in digging and the feasible dumping locations over the spoil pile.
The amount of material that can be removed from the block at a particular dragline position is
affected by the current available room for dumping, and the current available dumping room is
determined by the dumping actions at the previous dragline positions. Optimizing the overall
operation time by fixing part of the action variables may lead to sub-optimal solutions to the
overall planning problem;
• Curse of dimensionality. The size of a sequential decision making problem grows exponentially
with the size of its feasible action space [59]. Unlike in the CSP where the agent has a fixed
covering radius over its 2D world [52], the number of feasible actions in terms of how a dragline
manipulates its surrounding environment at a given position is extremely large. Furthermore,
the number of positions that the dragline takes to complete the task is unknown prior to the
planning process.
To address the dragline strategic planning problem in the 3D environment, the terrain profile is
modelled as uniform height grids in this thesis. In the height grid representation, the terrain profile
at each grid point is represented by a pair of horizontal x-y coordinates and a vertical height value
z. A height grid representation of an example mining strip is shown in a surface plot in Figure 2.1.
This environment modelling approach is consistent with the previous work on operation planning for
excavators [26, 28, 31, 33]. The height grid map can be generated using the data collected by the
DTM system. In dragline excavation, the data can be collected through aerial survey or the laser
scanners mounted on the boom of the draglines [12]. For the dragline strategic planning problem, we
define three areas in the environment, as shown in Figure 2.1: i) a digging area; ii) a dumping area;
and iii) a working area. The dragline moves within the working area and when it is fixed at a certain
position, it removes the overburden from the block in the digging area and dumps the dug overburden
directly onto the spoil pile that lies in the dumping area. In this thesis, these areas are defined by
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Figure 2.1: A surface plot of the terrain in an example dragline working environment with uniform height grid
representation (top view).
specifying a set of polygons on the x-y plane.
2.2 General Problem Formulation
In this section, we will introduce the components of the dragline strategic planning problem and
provide its general formulation. The purpose of this section is not to elaborate all the details of the
components that are going to be used in the developed algorithms in the subsequent chapters, but to
provide a deeper insight into the structure and the complexities of the problem.
2.2.1 Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used throughout the thesis. The superscripts designate the property of
a notation and the subscripts denote the indices of the components related to this notation.
Superscripts
(i) Notation is related to a step in the decision making process of positioning,
digging and dumping.
g Notation is related to grid points in the digging area.
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G Notation is related to a goal (or target) condition.
p Notation is related to grid points in the dumping area.
w Notation is related to dragline positions in the working area.
Subscripts
j An index of a grid point in the digging or dumping area.
k An index of a dragline position.
Parameters and Constants
ng, np, nw Number of grid points in the digging, dumping and working areas.
Hg,G A matrix containing the grid points in the digging area with the target
heights.
Variables
∆zg,∆zp,∆zw Vectors containing the height changes of grid points in the digging, dumping
and working areas.
a(i) A dragline action at step i, a(i) = (aw(i), agp(i)).
agp(i) An integrated digging and dumping action at step i.
aw(i) A positioning action at step i.
s(i) The initial state of the system before taking an action at step i.
zgj
(i), zpj
(i)
The height of the jth grid point in the digging or dumping area before taking
the digging and dumping action at step i.
zg, zp, zw Vectors containing the height values of the grid points in the digging, dump-
ing and working areas.
Hg,Hp,Hw Matrices containing the grid points in the digging, dumping and working
areas.
Functions
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Agp(s(i)) A function that returns the digging and dumping action agp(i) given the cur-
rent state s(i) (based on a specified digging and dumping strategy).
C(s(i), a(i)) Cost function for computing the cost of taking action a(i) at state s(i).
Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) An indicator function that represents whether action a(i) at step i and the
resulting state s(i+1) violate the constraints. Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) ∈ {0, 1}.
Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) returns 0 if all constraints are satisfied and 1 otherwise.
G(s(i)) An indicator function that represents whether state s(i) satisfies the goal con-
dition. G(s(i)) ∈ {0, 1}. G(s(i)) returns 1 if the goal condition is satisfied
and 0 otherwise.
T (s(i), a(i)) State transition function that returns the resulting state s(i+1) after taking
action a(i) at state s(i).
2.2.2 State
A state in a sequential decision making problem should include the necessary information needed
to develop a subsequent action plan. In the dragline strategic planning problem, the state of the
whole system at any step includes information about the terrain profile of the digging and dumping
areas and the position of the dragline. In this thesis, the terrain profile in the digging and dumping
areas is represented by the vertical heights of the grid points in these areas and the dragline position is
represented by one of the grid points in the working area. The grid points contained in these three areas
are denoted by matricesHg = [xg yg zg],Hp = [xp yp zp], andHw = [xw yw zw] with dimensions
of ng-by-3, np-by-3, and nw-by-3, respectively. ng, np and nw are the numbers of grid points in these
areas. x,y and z are vectors containing the coordinates of the grid points. The state of the whole
system before taking any action at step i is denoted by a 3-tuple s(i) = (zg(i), zp(i), zwk
(i)), k ∈
{1, 2, ..., nw}. Notation zwk
(i) refers to the height of the grid point k in the working area where the
dragline is currently positioned.
In strip mining, a target terrain profile is given by assuming the whole strip of overburden is
completely removed. We denote the grid points in the digging area on this target terrain by Hg,G.
Due to the geometric constraints in dragline excavation, it is not possible for all grid points inHg to
achieve the target heights in Hg,G. A block is considered to be removed when the terrain profile of
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the digging area satisfies a goal condition that is specified based on Hg,G. It can be any condition
that meets the priorities of the mine managers, such as the total volume of overburden removed, the
area of coal seam exposed, etc. We introduce an indicator function G(s(i)) that represents whether
the current state satisfies the goal condition. It returns 1 if the state satisfies the goal condition and 0
otherwise.
2.2.3 Action
There are three types of operations in dragline excavation: positioning, digging and dumping. In
this section, we will define the corresponding actions for these operations from the perspective of
explicitly affecting the state of the system. Note that a dragline action at step i encapsulates the
actions of positioning, digging and dumping that are implemented given the initial state s(i).
Positioning
A positioning action for the dragline at step i is defined as moving to a new grid point in Hw and
denoted by aw(i) = k, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., nw}. The resolution of the height grid representation in the
working area is not necessarily the same as the one in the digging and dumping areas. In actual
dragline excavation, the operator is allowed to move the dragline to any position within the working
area on the bench. The resolution of the height grids in the working area can be adjusted such that
the candidate dragline positions scatter over the whole working area and the distance between two
adjacent positions is within a reasonable range. An overly refined resolution of the working area will
make the planning inefficient since the feasible digging and dumping actions at two nearby positions
are very similar. An overly coarse resolution, on the other hand, will lead to sub-optimal positioning
sequences because a large part of the working area is ignored by the algorithm.
Digging and Dumping
The digging and dumping actions need to be considered at the same time in the planning problem
due to the coupling between these two operations. At each position, the dragline repeatedly drags
the bucket along the terrain to collect overburden from the block. During this process, the heights
of part of the grid points in Hg are reduced. From this point of view, the digging action at step i
is defined as the decreased heights of the grid points in Hg and denoted by ∆zg. ∆zg is a vec-
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tor with dimension ng-by-1. After the dragline dumps the collected material at a selected dumping
location, the loose material flows on the existing spoil pile. The material flow expands the existing
spoil pile and increases the heights of the grid points in Hp. The dumping action at step i is defined
as the increased heights of the grid points in Hp and it is denoted by ∆zp. ∆zp is a vector with
dimension np-by-1. The integrated digging and dumping action at step i is denoted by a 2-tuple
agp(i) = (∆zg(i),∆zp(i)). The overall dragline action at step i is then defined as a(i) = (aw(i), agp(i)).
At each step, the dragline moves to a new position, and then performs the digging and dumping op-
erations at the new position. The resulting state s(i+1) after executing the action at step i is simply
computed as s(i+1) = (zg(i+1), zp(i+1), zwk
(i+1)) = (zg(i)−∆zg(i), zp(i)+∆zp(i), zw
aw(i)
(i)). For com-
pactness, in this chapter we use a state transition function T (s(i), a(i)) to represent this computation
process.
2.2.4 Operational Constraints
At the strategic level of planning, the geometric constraints considered on the state and action space
in dragline excavation include
• The operating radius constraint. The dragline is only able to remove the material from the
digging area within its operating radius. The operating radius of a dragline is the horizontal
distance from the boom tip to its rotation centre;
• The minimum disengaging radius constraint. Due to the rigging attached with the dragline
bucket, there is a minimum distance that the bucket can stay from the dragline fairlead when it
is being dragged along the terrain to collect the overburden. This distance is called the minimum
disengaging radius (MDR);
• The drag rope bending constraint. The drag rope continuously interacts with the terrain when
the bucket is being dragged along the terrain. To minimize the abrasion on the drag rope and
extend its service life, the drag rope is constrained not to bend over the crests in the terrain
during digging;
• The material settlement constraint. During the dumping process, the material flow on the spoil
pile should be controlled so that the exposed target deposit is not covered by the waste material
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again. There is a designed line in the strip mining plan that specifies how closed the material
flow can get to the current mining strip. The polygon that defines the dumping area in this thesis
is consistent with this designed line;
• The dumping volume constraint. The volume of material dumped at a particular location over
the spoil pile cannot be smaller than the dragline bucket capacity, which is the maximum volume
of material that can be hold inside the bucket;
• The material conservation constraint. The mass of material removed from the digging area
is equal to the mass of material dumped in the dumping area (assuming zero spillage during
swinging). However, the volume of material increases after it is removed from the block due to
material swell [3] and it is reflected by a swell factor in the mass conservation equation;
• The target terrain constraint. The final terrain profile in the digging area cannot get lower than
the target terrain profile in which the strip is totally removed.
The above constraints are formulated within the 3D environment in terms of the previously defined
state and action. For the general problem formulation in this chapter, we introduce another indicator
function Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) that represents whether the action executed at step i and the resulting
state violate the imposed constraints. It returns 1 if any of the constraints is violated and 0 otherwise.
2.2.5 Cost Function
The cost function is used to compute the cost incurred during state transitions. It is an important
component in the problem formulation because it quantifies the quality of a given action sequence. In
dragline excavation, an ideal cost function should reflect all the cost components that are of interests
to the mine operators. These may include the time spent in finishing the task, the energy consumed by
the machine, the dumping room utilized and so on. However, developing such an ideal cost function is
non-trivial due to the inaccuracies of modelling each cost component and the complexity of dragline
operations. In this thesis, our aim is to improve the dragline excavation productivity which is usually
measured as the rate of overburden removal. For the purpose of dragline strategic planning, we
formulate the cost function to represent the operation time spent in positioning, digging and dumping
in the excavation of a block. A fixed cost is also included in the cost function to represent the time
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required to prepare the dragline before repositioning and to resume excavation at a new position
in order to effectively costing the number of dragline positions in the planning problem. The cost
function of taking an action at step i is denoted by C(s(i), a(i)).
The time spent in positioning is positively related to the number of positions and the total moving
distance between positions. We assume that the dragline moves at a constant speed along its walking
path. The time spent in excavation at each position comprises the time spent in different phases of a
dig-dump cycle, including
• Fill time, which is the time spent in dragging the bucket to collect overburden;
• Swing time, which is the time spent in swinging the bucket with material to the spoil pile and
returning the empty bucket back to the block;
• Hoist and lower time, which is the time spent in hoisting the bucket to an appropriate height for
dumping and lowering the bucket after dumping;
• Dump time, which is the time spent in dumping the material over the spoil pile.
In this thesis, we choose to represent the excavation time as the swing time, for the following reasons.
Firstly, it was observed that the fill time is positively related to the bucket capacity and is greatly
influenced by the degree of fragmentation of the overburden and the material property [17, 75]. The
bucket capacity is fixed for a dragline and the consideration of the latter two is outside the scope of
this thesis. Secondly, for a fixed bucket capacity, the dump time stays more or less constant during
the excavation [75, 76]. Last but not least, the dig-dump cycle time is dominated by swing time.
According to [3], about 70% of a typical dig-dump cycle is used in swinging.
Developing a cost function in terms of swing time is not an easy task. The complexity is twofold.
Firstly, the swing motion cannot be considered independently because the bucket is usually hoisted
at the same time. Ideally, the dragline would use the maximum swing and hoist speed in these two
motions. When this is not the case, one of these motions is retarded intentionally so that the slower
operation has time to coincide at the dumping point (a swinging process is swing-dependent if the
hoist has to slow down and hoist-dependent otherwise) [3]. The above analysis also applies to the
process of swinging the bucket back to to the digging area while lowering it. Secondly, since we do
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not address the material movement problem at the resolution of each dig-dump cycle, the material
removed at a grid point inHg is not directly related to a particular dumping location.
2.2.6 Overall Formulation
With the preceding components, the dragline strategic planning problem is formulated as
Given s(0)
Find (a(0), a(1), a(2), ..., a(I−1)), I
Minimize
I−1∑
i=0
C(s(i), a(i))
Subject to G(s(I)) = 1,
Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) = 0, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., I − 1},
s(i+1) = T (s(i), a(i)), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., I − 1},
where I is the number of dragline positions required to complete the excavation task of the block and
it is unknown before the planning process.
2.2.7 Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the problem formulation throughout this thesis:
• The dragline has a conventional mechanical structure. At the strategic level of planning, we
consider a kinematic model of the dragline shown in Figure 2.2. This model is simplified
from a conventional dragline but preserves pertinent details for formulating the operational
constraints. Since only bulk movement of overburden is considered at each dragline position,
detailed riggings of the bucket and the ropes are ignored. The bucket is assumed to be a point
mass supported by the drag rope and the hoist rope. The dump rope is not included in this
model because it does not impose any constraints on the action and state space.
• The state transition is deterministic. The resulting state of the system can be determined once
an action is implemented at the current state. Since the bucket is modelled as a point mass,
it is assumed that the material above the surface swept by the bucket during digging is totally
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Figure 2.2: A simplified dragline kinematic model used for strategic planning in the thesis. The drag rope and
the bucket rigging are ignored in this model. The bucket is assumed to be the intersection point between the
drag rope and the hoist rope.
removed without affecting the state of the remaining material in the digging area. It is realized
that this is not possible to achieve in the actual digging process and the terrain profile close to
the dragging trajectory is affected. However, it is extremely difficult to model the terrain change
after the bucket-soil interaction while performing the planning process at the same time. We
also assume that the dumpedmaterial forms the new terrain at the angle of repose on the existing
spoil pile. The angle of repose is the steepest angle that the surface of a pile of material can
make with the horizontal plane [77]. Further, we assume that no material is dropped from the
bucket during the swinging process and the material can always fill the bucket after digging;
• The dragline is using the simple side-casting method. As described in Chapter 1, the mine
operators choose one of the dragline operating methods depending on the geometry and the
strip mining plan. This thesis only considers the simple side-casting method, that is at each
position, the dragline repeatedly digs the overburden in the block under the height level of its
tub and directly dumps the material onto the spoil pile. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that the
developed planning algorithms can be extended to work with other dragline operating methods.
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2.3 Towards the Solution to the Dragline Strategic Planning Prob-
lem
The preceding section lays foundation for the algorithm development in this thesis. The crux of
the dragline strategic planning problem is to locate the optimal action sequence among a high-
dimensional search space with the provided computational resources. To learn about solving this
problem, we first formulate two sub-problems in this thesis by reducing the dimensions of the ac-
tion space. We do not intend to provide a ‘global’ solution to the original strategic planning problem
by simply combining the solutions to the sub-problems. Instead, we would like to get insights of
the structure of the solution to the original problem under certain conditions. This could help us im-
prove the overall formulation of the original problem and develop a more efficient planning algorithm.
Moreover, the solution to each sub-problem has its own practical implications and could be used to
help dragline operators make better decisions.
Digging and Dumping Planning for a Specified Positioning Sequence
In the first sub-problem, we answer the questions of what to dig and where to dump at each position
from a prescribed positioning sequence. It is valuable for solving the original planning problem if
certain digging and dumping patterns can be extracted from the solutions. The ability to solve this
sub-problem is also useful when a positioning ‘template’ exists for the excavation of the current strip.
This sub-problem can be more formally represented as
Given s(0), N, (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1))
Find (agp(0), agp(1), ..., agp(N−1))
Minimize
N−1∑
i=0
C(s(i), a(i))
Subject to G(s(N)) = 1,
Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) = 0, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1},
s(i+1) = T (s(i), a(i)), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.
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Here N is the number of positions in the specified positioning sequence.
Positioning Planning with a Specified Digging and Dumping Strategy
In the second sub-problem, we answer the question of what is the optimal dragline positioning se-
quence to finish the excavation task of a block with a specified digging and dumping strategy applied
at each position. We expect that the dragline positioning pattern from the solutions to this sub-problem
can be used to reduce the search space in the original planning problem. The solutions are also help-
ful in selecting the dragline positions when the operators are required to perform the digging and
dumping operations in a certain way. This sub-problem can be represented as
Given s(0), Agp(·)
Find (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(I−1)), I
Minimize
I−1∑
i=0
C(s(i), a(i)), a(i) = (aw(i), Agp(s(i), aw(i)))
Subject to G(s(I)) = 1,
Constr(a(i), s(i+1)) = 0, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., I − 1},
s(i+1) = T (s(i), a(i)), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., I − 1}.
Since s(0) varies in different scenarios and the total number dragline positions I is unknown before-
hand, the specified digging and dumping strategy is incorporated in a function Agp(·). This function
returns the digging and dumping action given the current terrain state and the new dragline position.
2.4 Conclusions
This chapter formally introduces the dragline strategic planning problem. The complexities of solving
this problem are analysed and the problem components, including the state, action, cost function
and constraints, are discussed. A general formulation of the dragline strategic planning problem is
presented. Given the complexities of the overall problem, we formulate two sub-problems by reducing
the dimensions of the action space. It is expected that the solutions to these sub-problems will give
directions towards developing an efficient algorithm to solve the overall dragline strategic planning
problem.
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Chapter 3
Planning Dragline Digging and Dumping
Strategy using MILP
This chapter addresses the first sub-problem in dragline strategic planning identified in Chapter 2.
Given a specified dragline positioning sequence and the initial terrain profile, this sub-problem con-
siders what the dragline should dig from the block and where it should dump the removed material in
order to complete the excavation task in minimum time. The problem is formulated and solved using
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP). The introduction of integer decision variables provides
the convenience to capture complex geometric constraints in dragline excavation and model the ter-
rain changes resulting from the digging and dumping actions. Logical propositions are incorporated
in the MILP formulation using binary decision variables to determine the feasible digging and dump-
ing actions given the current terrain state. By solving this sub-problem, we would like to explore
the structure of the digging and dumping solutions in order to address the overall dragline strategic
planning problem.
In the following sections, we will first present the MILP formulation of the geometric constraints
in digging and dumping, and the cost function that considers the operation time spent in these two
operations. After that, we will evaluate the effectiveness of using MILP to solve this sub-problem
by comparing the solutions from two proposed algorithms. The first algorithm sequentially uses
two MILPs to ‘greedily’ remove all the available material from the digging area and optimize the
corresponding dumping action for one dragline position at a time, while the second algorithm uses
the total volume of removed material from the first algorithm as a constraint and optimizes the digging
and dumping actions for all the given dragline positions in a single MILP.
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3.1 Problem Formulation
In this problem, we aim to compute the optimal sequence of digging and dumping actions (agp(0),
agp(1), ..., agp(N−1)) given a dragline positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1))withN positions.
The digging and dumping actions at step i are modelled as the decreased and increased heights of the
grid points in the digging and dumping areas ∆zg(i) and ∆zp(i), where i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}. For
convenience, we use S i to denote the set {0, 1, ..., N − 1} in the remainder of this chapter.
3.1.1 Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in the MILP formulation of this sub-problem in addition to the
nomenclature introduced in Chapter 2.
Superscripts
ca Notation is related to capacity.
f Notation is related to the dragline fairlead (see Figure 2.2).
max Notation is related to a maximum value.
mdr Notation is related to the minimum disengaging radius of the dragline.
s Notation is related to the material swell phenomenon in excavation.
sw Notation is related to the swing motion in excavation.
Subscripts
l An index of a dumping location.
Parameters and Constants
∆φp Swing angle between two adjacent dumping locations.
θ Angle of repose.
φgj,k Swing angle from grid point j in the digging area to the reference boom
position when the dragline is at position k.
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φpl,k Swing angle from the reference boom position to the lth dumping location
when the dragline is at position k.
asw, bsw Coefficients describing the affine relationship between swing time and swing
angle.
dgj,k Horizontal distance between grid point j in the digging area and the dragline
rotation centre when the dragline is at position k.
dpj,l,k Horizontal distance between grid point j in the dumping area and the lth
dumping location when the dragline is at position k.
f s Swell factor.
hf Height of the fairlead to the bottom of the dragline tub.
r Operating radius of the dragline.
rmdr Minimum disengaging radius of the dragline.
rf Fairlead radius of the dragline (horizontal distance from the fairlead to the
rotation centre).
s Area of a cell in the height grid representation of the terrain.
vca Capacity of the dragline bucket.
zmaxl,k Maximum height of the spoil pile at the lth dumping location when the
dragline is at position k.
zmdrj,k Maximum height of grid point j in the digging area at which the grid point
is not within the minimum disengaging radius when dragline is at position
k.
Lk The number of feasible dumping locations when the dragline is at position
k.
M A sufficiently large positive constant.
Sets
Akn The number of possibilities for choosing and arranging k elements from a
set with n elements.
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Ckn The number of combinations of choosing k elements from a set with n ele-
ments.
Pk Set of indices of the dumping locations for dragline position k. Pk =
{1, 2, ..., Lk}.
Sg Set of indices of the grid points within the digging area. Sg = {1, 2, ..., ng}.
Sp Set of indices of the grid points within the dumping area. Sp =
{1, 2, ..., np}.
Sprej,k Set of indices of the ‘preceding’ grid points of grid point j in the digging
area when the dragline is at position k.
Srk Set of indices of the grid points in the digging area that are within the oper-
ating radius when the dragline is at position k.
Variables
∆zgj
(i)
Continuous decision variable indicating the decreased height of grid point j
in the digging area after digging at step i.
∆zpj,l
(i)
Continuous decision variable indicating the increased height of grid point j
in the dumping area after dumping at the lth dumping location at step i.
αl
(i) Binary decision variable indicating whether there is any material dumped at
the lth dumping location at step i.
αgj
(i)
Binary decision variable indicating whether the heigh of grid point j in the
digging area is decreased during digging at step i.
αmdrj
(i)
Binary decision variable indicating whether grid point j in the digging area
is outside the minimum disengaging radius before digging at step i.
αpj,l
(i)
Binary decision variable indicating whether the heigh of grid point j in the
dumping area is increased after dumping at the lth dumping location at step
i.
vl
(i) Continuous decision variable indicating the volume of material dumped at
the lth dumping location at step i.
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zl
(i) Continuous decision variable indicating the height of the spoil pile at the lth
dumping location after dumping at this location (if chosen) at step i.
3.2 Constraint Formulation
In dragline strategic planning, we consider the geometric constraints required to render the operations
feasible at the lower planning levels. The formulation of these constraints in the MILP framework is
based on the techniques described in [78].
3.2.1 Formulation of Digging Constraints
Operating Radius Constraint
At each dragline position, the dragline can only dig the material within its operating radius (see
Figure 3.1). The indices of the grid points within the operating radius when the dragline is at position
k are included in set Srk ⊆ S
g, where Sg = {1, 2, ..., ng}. Srk can be pre-computed for each candidate
dragline position in the working area. The digging operation at dragline position k is restricted to
these grid points. The digging constraints formulated for dragline position k in the following sections
are also applied only to these grid points.
Digging area
Feasible grid points
for digging
Rotation centre
r
Figure 3.1: Operating radius constraint in dragline digging (top view).
Minimum Disengaging Radius Constraint
The rigging between the bucket and the drag rope is not considered in the simplified dragline model
shown in Figure 2.2, but in reality it imposes a minimum distance between the bucket and the fairlead
during digging. This distance is termed the minimum disengaging radius (MDR) (see Figure 3.2). In
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the 3D environment, the MDR defines a torus in which the material cannot be dug at a given dragline
position. For dragline position k at step i, the digging feasibility of grid point j under this constraint
is indicated by a binary variable αmdrj
(i)
. If αmdrj
(i)
= 1, the height of grid point j can be reduced;
otherwise the height of grid point j stays the same during digging at this step.
Block
Rotation 
centre
Fairlead
zj,k
mdr
z
w
k
d
g
j,k
r mdr
hf
rf
j
Figure 3.2: MDR constraint in dragline digging (sectional view). The red dashed line shows the pre-computed
terrain profile zmdrj,k , ∀j ∈ S
g for this dragline position. For a grid point that is outside the MDR, zmdrj,k is the
same as its initial height. Otherwise, zmdrj,k is computed based on the MDR and its distance to the fairlead.
While the feasible grid points for digging under the operating radius constraint can be obtained
before planning, the value of αmdrj
(i)
cannot be pre-determined. It is dependent on the grid point’s
initial height zgj
(i)
before digging at this step, which is also a variable in the mathematical program.
The digging feasibility of grid point j is determined by whether zgj
(i)
exceeds a pre-computed value
zmdrj,k . z
mdr
j,k is calculated by
zmdrj,k =


zgj
(0)
, if
√
(dgj,k − r
f)2 + (hf + zwk − z
g
j
(0)
)2 ≥ rmdr,
hf + zwk −
√
(rmdr)2 − (dgj,k − r
f)2, otherwise,
where j ∈ Sg, k = aw(i), dgj,k is the horizontal distance from grid point j to the dragline rotation
centre, rf is the horizontal distance from the fairlead to the rotation centre, and hf is the height from
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the fairlead to the working bench. zmdrj,k can be seen as the maximum height value of grid point
j without being affected by the MDR constraint during digging at dragline position k. The MDR
constraint is formulated as
zgj
(i) +Mαmdrj
(i)
≤ zmdrj,k +M ∀i ∈ S
i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, (3.1)
∆zgj
(i) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, (3.2)
∆zgj
(i) −Mαmdrj
(i)
≤ 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, (3.3)
zgj
(i+1) − zgj
(i)
+∆zgj
(i)
= 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk. (3.4)
Eq (3.1) determines whether a grid point is inside or outside the MDR given its initial height at this
step and Eq (3.3) forbids any digging operation on the grid points inside the MDR. In the formulation
of mixed-integer constraints (e.g., Eqs (3.1) and (3.3)), the big-M method is used to represent the
logical propositions using binary decision variables.
Drag Rope Bending Constraint
The drag rope interacts with the overburden when the dragline is dragging the bucket along the terrain
to collect the material. To avoid excessive abrasion to the drag rope and extend its service life, it is
desirable to prevent it from bending over the crests of the terrain during digging. Therefore, we
assume the material can be removed if and only if the drag rope can be kept straight and taut during
digging. The connection between the dug grid points (whose heights are reduced) and the fairlead
must not be obstructed by the remaining material in the block after the digging is finished at the
current dragline position. An example of violation of this constraint is shown in Figure 3.3 in a
vertical sectional view.
To express the drag rope bending constraint in the 3D environment on grid point j, we consider
the grid points that the bucket drags through if the height of grid point j is reduced. These grid points
are illustrated by considering a vertical plane that passes through grid point j and the dragline rotation
centre, as shown in Figure 3.4. The height of grid point j is reduced by dragging the bucket towards
the fairlead in this plane at the current dragline position. Note that the fairlead is also in this plane.
We approximate the terrain profile in the digging area in this plane from the rotation centre to grid
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Figure 3.3: An example of violation of the drag rope bending constraint in dragline digging (sectional view).
The remaining material in the block after digging at this dragline position is shown in light gray. Grid point
j is dug but the drag rope would have to bend over the crest in order to achieve the shown digging depth.
point j by the heights of a set of grid points between them, which are denoted by a set Sprej,k . These
grid points are termed the ‘preceding’ grid points of grid point j since in order to reduce the height of
grid point j, their heights have also to be reduced in order to satisfy the drag rope bending constraint.
The grid points in Sprej,k are selected by first evenly dividing the line segment between grid point j
and the rotation centre on the x-y plane with a number of points. The distance between the adjacent
points is significantly smaller than the width of a cell in the height grids. Then for each point, we select
the nearest grid point in the digging area as an element of Sprej,k . The drag rope bending constraint is
then formulated as
∆zgj
(i) −Mαgj
(i) ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, (3.5)
hf + zwk − (z
g
j
(i) −∆zgj
(i)
)
dgj,k − r
f
−
hf + zwk − (z
g
j′
(i) −∆zgj′
(i))
dgj′,k − r
f
+Mαgj
(i) ≤M
∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, j
′ ∈ Sprej,k , (3.6)
zgj′
(i+1) − zgj′
(i) +∆zgj′
(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk, j
′ ∈ Sprej,k . (3.7)
Eq (3.5) identifies the grid points in the digging area whose heights are reduced during digging at the
current dragline position. If the height of grid point j is reduced, then αgj
(i)
= 1; otherwise αgj
(i)
= 0.
Eq (3.6) guarantees that the drag rope bending constraint is satisfied for all the dug grid points by
considering the gradient between the fairlead and the related grid points. Eqs (3.7) computes the
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initial height of grid point j′ before digging at the current dragline position with its previous digging
depths.
j
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Figure 3.4: ‘Preceding’ grid points of grid point j in the digging area. These points are the nearest points to
the vertical plane that passes through the rotation centre and grid point j.
Target Terrain Constraint
To avoid removing the target deposit as part of the overburden, a constraint is imposed on the terrain
in the digging area after the excavation at each dragline position. The heights of the grid points inHg
cannot be smaller than their target values inHg,G. The constraint is in the form of
zgj
(i) ≥ zg,Gj ∀i ∈ S
i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Srk. (3.8)
3.2.2 Formulation of Dumping Constraints
A major difference between dumping and digging is the way in which the dragline manipulates the
environment. In digging, the height of the terrain in the digging area is decreased by dragging the
bucket along the terrain surface. In dumping, the height of the terrain in the dumping area is increased
after the collected material in the bucket is released at a particular dumping location (see Figure 3.5).
For a given dragline position k, we define a sequence of Lk dumping locations along the arc that is
determined by the operating radius, as shown in Figure 3.6. These feasible dumping locations are
defined on the x-y plane and their indices are included in a set Pk. The indices from 1 to Lk are
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given according to the ascending order of the angular distance required for the boom to travel from
a reference position to the dumping locations (swing angle). Viewing form top, the reference boom
position is defined as the position of the boom when the boom tip first enters the dumping area during
swinging. The swing angle between two adjacent feasible dumping locations (denoted by ∆φp) is
fixed and set to 10◦ in this thesis. This makes the number of feasible dumping locations small but
does not significantly impact the utilization of dumping room according to [79]. The definition of the
feasible dumping locations for a candidate dragline position starts from the reference boom position,
and ends when the angle between the boom and the strip excavation direction is less than 90 degrees.
This definition is consistent with the actual excavation practice. A continuous decision variable v
(i)
l
is introduced to represent the volume of material dumped at the lth dumping location at step i, where
l ∈ Pk and k = aw
(i). This variable more intuitively captures the actual dumping action performed by
the dragline. We further introduce a continuous decision variable∆zpj,l
(i)
that represents the increased
height of grid point j in the dumping area after dumping at the lth location. The relationship between
v
(i)
l and ∆z
p
j,l
(i)
is given by
v
(i)
l − s
∑
∀j∈Sp
∆zpj,l
(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, (3.9)
where Sp = {1, 2, ..., np} and s is the area of a cell in the height grid representation. The value of s
is determined by the resolution of the discretization along x and y directions. The overall increased
height of grid point j after dumping at the current dragline position k, ∆zpj
(i)
, is simply the sum of
∆zpj,l
(i)
for all l ∈ Pk:
∆zpj
(i) −
∑
∀l∈Pk
∆zpj,l
(i)
= 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Sp. (3.10)
With a finite number of dumping locations at each dragline position, our task in solving the
dragline strategic planning problem includes not only computing the dumping volume at each loc-
ation, but also determining the order of using these locations. But even with a set of discrete dumping
locations, the number of possible sequences of using these locations could be extremely large (an
operator can also choose not to dump at a particular location). To render the planning tractable, we
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Figure 3.5: The terrain of the spoil pile surrounding the dumping location is altered by the material flow after
dumping (sectional view).
assume that the dragline dumps the material to the locations in the ascending order of the swing
angle in this thesis. For example, if Lk = 3, the possible dumping sequences under this assumption
are (1, 2, 3), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1), (2) and (3) (C33 + C
2
3 + C
1
3 sequences). The number of possible
dumping sequences would increase toA33+A
2
3+A
1
3 if the order of using the locations is not imposed.
Dumping the material along a certain direction is a common practice in actual dragline excavation. To
determine whether a dumping location is used at step i, we introduce another binary decision variable
α
(i)
l that equals 1 if any material is dumped at the lth location and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 3.6: The definition of feasible dumping locations for a dragline position (top view). The first dumping
location is∆φp further away from the boom tip location in the reference boom position and the swing angle
between the adjacent dumping locations remains to be ∆φp afterwards. The arrowed arc indicates the order
of using the dumping locations. Here Lk = 4 and the horizontal distance from grid point j to the fourth
dumping location is also shown.
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Material Settlement Constraint
The dumped material flows on the spoil pile and changes the spoil pile profile around the dumping
location. The material settlement constraint deals with the settling of material after being dumped
and ensures that the material flow does not cross the designed boundary of the dumping area. An
important factor in material flow is the angle of repose θ, which is the steepest angle that the surface
of a pile of material can make with the horizontal plane under gravity without material sliding [77].
In this work, we assume that all the material dumped on the spoil pile forms new terrain at the angle
of repose (shown in Figure 3.5). With this assumption, we can geometrically compute the maximum
height of the spoil pile at a dumping location zmaxl,k based on the initial terrain of the dumping area and
its designated boundary. As long as the heights of the spoil pile at all the possible dumping locations
do not exceed these maximum values, the material settlement constraint is satisfied. Formally, the
material settlement constraint after dumping at the lth location at step i is formulated as
∆zpj,l
(i) −Mαpj,l
(i) ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, ∀j ∈ S
p, (3.11)
zl
(i) − (zpj
(i)
+
∑l
l′=1∆z
p
j,l′
(i)
)
dpj,l,k
≤ tan θ ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, ∀j ∈ S
p, (3.12)
zl
(i) − (zpj
(i) +
∑l
l′=1∆z
p
j,l′
(i))
dpj,l,k
+ (1− 2αpj,l
(i)) tan θ ≥ 0
∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, ∀j ∈ S
p, (3.13)
zl
(i) ≤ zmaxl,k ∀i ∈ S
i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, (3.14)
zpj
(i+1) − zpj
(i) −∆zpj
(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), ∀j ∈ Sp. (3.15)
dpj,l,k is the horizontal distance between grid point j in the dumping area and the lth dumping location
and zl
(i) is the height of the spoil pile at the lth dumping location after dumping at that location.
Eq (3.11) is used to identify the grid points whose heights have increased during dumping at the lth
dumping location. If the height of grid point j is increased, then αpj,l
(i) = 1; otherwise αpj,l
(i) = 0.
Eqs (3.12) and (3.13) constrain the slope between the projected point of the dumping location on the
spoil pile and the grid points in the dumping area. For the grid points whose heights have increased,
the slope equals to tan θ, indicating the material flow and settlement. For the remaining grid points in
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the dumping area, the slope is within [− tan θ, tan θ] since tan θ is the maximum slope between any
two points on the spoil pile profile with the material settlement assumption.
Material Conservation and Dumping Volume Constraints
The mass of material is conserved between digging and dumping as we assume zero spillage during
swinging. However, the volume of material increases after being removed from the block due to the
loosening of material. This phenomenon is referred to as material swell [3] and it is reflected by a
swell factor f s in the mass conservation equation, which is in the form of
f s
∑
∀j∈Sg
∆zgj
(i) −
∑
∀j∈Sp
∆zpj
(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ S i. (3.16)
Further, if a dumping location is used, then the volume of material dumped at this location cannot be
smaller than dragline bucket capacity vca:
v
(i)
l −Mα
(i)
l ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ S
i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk, (3.17)
v
(i)
l − v
caα
(i)
l ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ S
i, k = aw(i), ∀l ∈ Pk. (3.18)
Eq (3.17) ensures that if the lth dumping location has a positive dumping volume v
(i)
l , then α
(i)
l = 1.
If α
(i)
l = 1, then Eq (3.18) impose the constraint that v
(i)
l has to be at least v
ca.
3.3 Cost Function
In this sub-problem, we focus on minimizing the time spent in the digging and dumping operations
since the positioning sequences are pre-determined. The operation time spent in digging and dumping
is represented by the swing time. It is mentioned in Chapter 2 that in some situations, the swing time
is also affected by the hoist distance required to lift the bucket to a certain height over the spoil pile for
material dumping (hoist-dependent). However, in the MILP formulation of this sub-problem, we only
consider the effect of the swing angle on the swing time. The hoist distance is not only affected by the
height difference between the disengaging point at the end of digging and the dumping point over the
spoil pile, but also by the height of the terrain underneath the bucket during swinging, which is also an
unknown variable in the MILP formulation. To consider the required hoist distance between any two
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Figure 3.7: Computation of the total swing angle during excavation at a given dragline position. The reference
boom position divides the computation of the total swing angle into two parts.
spatial points, additional binary decision variables have to be introduced and this will significantly
increase the problem size. In Chapter 4, we will see how this issue can be partially addressed using a
simulation-based method.
The swing time is assumed to be affine to the swing angle in this chapter. This assumption is
consistent with the analysis in [9, 25]. Since the dragline strategic planning does not address the
material movement problem at the resolution of individual dig-dump cycles, the calculation of the
total swing angle between the grid points in Sg and the dumping locations in Pk for a given dragline
position is divided into two parts described in Figure 3.7. The first part consists of computing the
swing angles φgj,k from the grid points in S
g to the reference boom position, and the numbers of
times that the boom passes through these angles. Since the material removed from grid point j is
collected by the dragging the bucket towards the fairlead, the swing angle from grid point j to the
reference boom position can be considered the same as the swing angle from the disengaging point
to the reference boom position. The other part includes computing the swing angles φpl,k from the
reference boom position to the dumping locations in Pk, and the numbers of times that the boom
passes through these angles. Both φgj,k and φ
p
l,k can be calculated before the optimization. Based
on the definition of the reference boom position, for a particular grid point j ∈ Sg, φgj,k is set to
be positive if the swing direction from grid point j to the reference boom position is the same as
the general swing direction from the digging area to the dumping area (shown in Figure 3.7), and
negative otherwise. The number of times that the boom passes through φgj,k and φ
p
l,k are determined
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by the volume of material removed from the grid points in Sg and the volume of material dumped at
the dumping locations in Pk, respectively. The swing time at a given dragline position at step i can
therefore be expressed by
∑
∀j∈Sg
sf s∆zgj
(i)
vca
(
aswφgj,k + b
sw
)
+
∑
∀l∈Pk
v
(i)
l
vca
(
aswφpl,k + b
sw
)
∀i ∈ S i, k = aw(i), (3.19)
where asw, bsw are the coefficients describing the affine relationship between the swing angle and the
swing time.
3.4 Algorithm Formulation
With the previously formulated constraints and cost function, we are able to use an off-the-shelf MILP
solver, such as Gurobi [44], to optimize the digging and dumping actions for a given dragline position-
ing sequence. But to evaluate the effectiveness of using MILP to optimize the digging and dumping
actions, we need to first define an excavation task for the dragline at these given positions. To this
end, we propose an algorithm that sequentially uses a MILP to maximize the volume of overburden
removed from the digging area at one dragline position and then applies another MILP to optimize
the dumping action to dispose the removed material at that position. After that, the terrain state is up-
dated and the above process is repeated for the next position. We call this algorithm GreedyMILP and
it is described in Algorithm 3.1. In Algorithm 3.1, MaxDigMILP ‘greedily’ maximizes the digging
volume at a dragline position and it is in the form of
max
∑
∀j∈Sg
∆zgj
(i)
,
s.t. (3.1) to (3.18),
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where i ∈ S i is the current step. On the other hand, OptDumpMILP optimizes the dumping action for
the same position with the solution from MaxDigMILP and it is in the form of
min (3.19),
s.t. (3.1) to (3.18),
s
∑
∀j∈Sg
∆zgj
(i)
= vg,max.
The extra constraint in OptDumpMILP ensures that the digging volume at the current position is the
same as the one computed byMaxDigMILP.OptDumpMILP optimizes the dumping action by minim-
izing the cost represented by (3.19). Since bothMaxDigMILP and OptDumpMILP consider the same
single dragline position, the digging solutions from both MILPs are the same. The total volume of
material removed from the block at the whole positioning sequence vg,tot is returned byGreedyMILP.
vg,tot is then used to formulate a constraint in the second algorithm that optimizes the digging and
dumping action sequence for the whole positioning sequence by solving a single MILP. The second
algorithm is termed OptimalMILP and it is described in Algorithm 3.2. OptMILP in Algorithm 3.2 is
expressed by
min
∑
∀i∈S i
(3.19),
s.t. (3.1) to (3.18),
s
∑
∀i∈S i
∑
∀j∈Sg
∆zgj
(i) = vg,tot.
In OptMILP, we constrain the digging volume from the whole positioning sequence to be the same as
vg,tot and minimizes the overall swing time during excavation.
It should be noted that one can manually define the excavation task for the specified positioning
sequence and directly adapt OptMILP to optimize the digging and dumping actions for the whole
positioning sequence. However, there may not exist any feasible solutions to finish the specified task.
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Algorithm 3.1 GreedyMILP
Require: Positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)), initial state s(0)
Ensure: Digging and dumping action sequence sol seq, total digging volume vg,tot
1: sol seq ← ( ); ⊲ Solution of the digging and dumping action sequence
2: vg,tot ← 0;
3: i← 0;
4: while i ≤ N − 1 do ⊲ Apply MaxDigMILP and OptDumpMILP to one position at a time
5: s(i) ← UPDATESTATE(s(i), aw(i));
6: ∆zg(i) ← MAXDIGMILP(s(i)); ⊲Maximize the digging volume at the current position
7: vg,max = s
∑
∀j∈Sg ∆z
g(i);
8: vg,tot ← vg,tot + vg,max;
9: ∆zp(i) ← OPTDUMPMILP(s(i), vg,max); ⊲ Optimize the dumping action at the current position
10: agp(i) = (∆zg(i),∆zp(i));
11: s(i) ← UPDATESTATE(s(i), agp(i)); ⊲ Update the terrain profile
12: Append sol seq with agp(i);
13: i← i+ 1; ⊲ Apply MaxDigMILP and OptDumpMILP to the next position
14: end while
15: return sol seq, vg,tot.
Algorithm 3.2 OptimalMILP
Require: Positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)), initial state s(0), total digging volume vg,tot
Ensure: Digging and dumping action sequence sol seq
1: sol seq ← OPTMILP(s(0), (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)), vg,tot); ⊲ Optimize for the whole positioning
sequence
2: return sol seq.
3.5 Algorithm Evaluation
GreedyMILP and OptimalMILP are evaluated in several test scenarios that are constructed based on
either actual or simulated terrain data. In each scenario, the algorithms are tested with a number of
different positioning sequences and the performance of the algorithms are compared in terms of the
computation time and the overall swing time resulting from the solutions. In the following sections,
we will first describe the construction of these test scenarios and the selection of positioning sequences
used for algorithm evaluation. Then we will present and discuss the the simulation results of the
algorithms.
3.5.1 Test Scenarios
Five test scenarios are created for evaluating the proposed algorithms in this chapter. Figure 3.8
and 3.9 shows the initial and the target terrain in each scenario along with the three defined areas
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(working, digging and dumping areas). The target terrain shows the final terrain when the whole
strip is removed. Each cell of the height grid representation of the terrain in these scenarios is of
the size 6m × 6m. This grid size is selected by balancing between computation time and solution
quality after solving the MILPs with different values of the grid size. Scenario 1 to 4 are constructed
based on actual terrain data collected under the Australian Coal Industry’s Research Program (Project
C25038), while Scenario 5 is a simulated terrain profile. The initial terrain data in Scenario 1, 2 and 4
are from the same strip but in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we artificially vary
the overburden depths in Scenario 2 and 4 so that the target heights of the grid points in the digging
area are lower than the original ones in Scenario 1. The digging and dumping areas in the Scenario 1
to 4 are defined according to the corresponding actual strip excavation plans.
3.5.2 Positioning Sequence Selection
To evaluate the algorithms’ applicability in dragline strategic planning, the positioning sequences
are selected according to some representative patterns. In the actual mining process, the dragline
generally starts the excavation from a position that is far enough from the working surface to remove
the overburden at the top layer of the block due to the MDR and the drag rope bending constraints.
After the top-layer material is removed, the dragline walks towards the working surface and gradually
removes the remaining material in the block [3]. In this sub-problem, we want to investigate how
the optimal digging and dumping action sequence is affected by the distance from the dragline to the
spoil pile. To this end, the working area in each test scenario is loosely divided into nine regions, as
shown in Figure 3.10. Region 1, 2 and 3 are the furthest regions from the working surface, Region 7,
8 and 9 are the nearest regions to the working surface and Region 4, 5 and 6 are in the middle. On the
other hand, Region 3, 6 and 9 are the furthest regions from the spoil pile, Region 1, 4 and 7 are the
nearest regions to the spoil pile and Region 2, 5 and 8 are in the middle. For each test scenario, we
select nine positioning sequences, each of which is composed of three positions and each position is
chosen from one of the above regions. A particular positioning sequence belongs to one of the nine
patterns shown in Figure 3.10.
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(a) Initial terrain in Scenario 1.
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(b) Target terrain in Scenario 1.
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(c) Initial terrain in Scenario 2.
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(d) Target terrain in Scenario 2.
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(e) Initial terrain in Scenario 3.
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(f) Target terrain in Scenario 3.
Figure 3.8: Initial and target terrain in test scenario 1, 2 and 3. In each scenario, the working and the digging
areas are indicated by a red and magenta polygon, respectively. The overburden is dumped in the area to the
left of the yellow line.
3.5.3 Implementation Details
The mathematical programs were formulated and solved using the Gurobi Optimizer 6.5 [44] via its
C++ interface. The simulation tests were run by a PC with a 3.4GHz CPU and 16.0GB RAM. In
the Gurobi Optimizer, we set the maximum time limit of solving a MILP to be 1000 seconds and the
MIPGap parameter to be 0.005. The solver will terminate (with the current best solution) when the
gap between the lower and upper bound of the cost function is less than MIPGap times the absolute
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(a) Initial terrain in Scenario 4.
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(b) Target terrain in Scenario 4.
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(c) Initial terrain in Scenario 5.
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(d) Target terrain in Scenario 5.
Figure 3.9: Initial and target terrain in test scenario 4 and 5. In each scenario, the working and the digging
areas are indicated by a red and magenta polygon, respectively. The overburden is dumped in the area to the
left of the yellow line in Scenario 4 and to the right of the yellow line in Scenario 5.
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Figure 3.10: To select the positioning sequences, the working area is loosely divided into nine regions with
different distances to the spoil pile and to the working surface. Each position in the tested sequences is chosen
from one of the regions.
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value of the upper bound. Other problem parameters are described in Table 3.6. For each positioning
sequence in each test scenario, we first run GreedyMILP and then run OptimalMILP with the total
digging volume returned by GreedyMILP as its input.
Table 3.6: Problem parameters for the simulation study in the test scenarios.
Scenario r(m) rmdr(m) rf(m) hf(m) f s θ(◦) vca(m3) asw(s/◦) bsw(s)
1 to 4 88.4 18.0 12.2 8.8 1.05 38.0 50.0 0.11 2.13
5 111.5 15.0 7.5 5.1 1.25 37.0 80.0 0.11 2.13
3.5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
Table 3.7 summarizes the simulation results in the test scenarios using GreedyMILP and Optim-
alMILP. Surprisingly, the total swing time tsw,tot returned by GreedyMILP are comparable to those
returned by OptimalMILP in many problem instances. In some instances, tsw,tot from GreedyMILP
are even smaller than those from OptimalMILP. The ‘sub-optimal’ solutions from OptimalMILP res-
ult from the termination of the solution process in Gurobi with the specified MIPGap parameter. In
these instances, the GreedyMILP solutions are very close to the optimal.
In some particular situations, the total swing time tsw,tot can be improved by applying the solu-
tions from OptimalMILP rather than those from GreedyMILP. To further investigate the digging and
dumping actions in these situations, we compare the resulting digging and dumping actions from
these two algorithms in two positioning sequences (Pattern 8, Scenario 2 and Pattern 9, Scenario 5)
and visualize them in Figure 3.11 (Pattern 8, Scenario 2) and 3.13 (Pattern 9, Scenario 5). The trans-
ition of the terrain profile inside the digging and dumping areas in these two problem instances are
shown in Figure 3.12 and 3.14, respectively.
From these figures, we can see that removing all the available material at each position is not
necessarily always optimal. For example, at the first dragline position in Figure 3.11, the digging
and dumping actions from both algorithms are almost identical. However, at the second position,
OptimalMILP chooses a digging action that only removes part of the available material. Even though
this digging action results in a larger amount of material left for digging at the last position, the
remaining material can be removed with smaller swing angles and therefore, the overall productivity
is improved. In contrast, GreedyMILP ‘greedily’ chooses to remove all the available material at
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Table 3.7: Comparison of the performance between the GreedyMILP and OptimalMILP algorithm. tcp and
tsw,tot are the computation time of the algorithm and the total swing time resulting from the solutions, re-
spectively. The percentage of improvement made by using the OptimalMILP and the total volume of material
removed vg,tot are shown. The target volume of material in the digging area vg,G is listed in the last column.
vg,G is computed by the height difference between the initial terrain zg(0) and the target terrain zg,G.
Scenario
Pattern of the
positioning sequence
GreedyMILP OptimalMILP
vg,tot(m3) vg,G(m3)
tcp(s) tsw,tot(s) tcp(s) tsw,tot(s) % of improvement
1
1 0.3 6277.6 12.6 6292.2 0.00 11148.5
14909.5
2 0.4 5638.7 2.2 5651.0 0.00 10293.5
3 0.4 5554.8 15.3 5559.4 0.00 10669.5
4 0.4 5767.0 22.4 5764.8 0.04 10613.6
5 0.3 6166.2 0.5 6165.7 0.01 11091.7
6 0.4 6773.1 1.2 6470.8 4.63 11331.2
7 0.3 5846.1 1.2 5840.5 0.10 9988.6
8 0.3 6801.6 1.1 6454.7 5.10 11339.9
9 0.3 5736.6 1.0 5722.0 0.25 10015.0
2
1 0.3 12486.9 > 1000 / / 20984.1
31975.7
2 0.4 12213.3 804.4 12231.7 0.00 21613.8
3 0.5 12734.4 570.1 12716.7 0.14 23386.4
4 0.4 13338 684.5 13314.1 0.18 23218.5
5 0.4 13680.4 455.7 13520.1 1.71 23316
6 0.4 15586.6 90.0 14940.1 4.15 25860.8
7 0.4 13840.3 48.9 13838.4 0.01 22714.5
8 0.4 16026.9 184.1 15125.1 5.63 25412.9
9 0.4 13074.2 17.6 13012.3 0.47 22781.7
3
1 0.4 7762.6 10.9 7763.4 0.00 10488
46452.2
2 0.6 11482.5 1.4 11476.3 0.05 15690.7
3 0.8 18385.0 33.5 18368.9 0.09 26340.8
4 0.5 19791.6 > 1000 / / 26302.6
5 0.6 12947.5 1.0 12914.1 0.26 17547.1
6 0.7 16566.3 3.0 16549.0 0.10 21650.2
7 0.5 17974.5 1.9 17903.7 0.39 22766.4
8 0.5 17974.5 33.5 19485.9 0.00 25202.4
9 0.7 16402.2 3.2 16358.6 0.27 21399.6
4
1 0.3 9695.8 265.2 9662.1 0.35 16866.4
22538.4
2 0.4 8570.7 2.3 8568.1 0.03 15701.9
3 0.5 8615.0 5.9 8620.5 0.00 16496.4
4 0.4 8948.4 2.6 8945.9 0.03 16386.6
5 0.4 9289.2 4.5 9298.7 0.00 16777.3
6 0.3 10445.9 1.8 10060.4 3.69 17965.2
7 0.3 9226.4 9.7 9225.8 0.01 15742.1
8 0.3 10766.4 19.2 10296.1 4.37 17973.9
9 0.3 8851.2 1.4 8825.0 0.30 15782.0
5
1 0.9 20650.4 35.5 20660.4 0.00 51337.6
69300.0
2 0.6 17893.3 70.5 17918.8 0.00 46359.2
3 0.4 6509.4 > 1000 / / 19485.6
4 0.4 10450.4 > 1000 / / 28931.2
5 0.8 16365.3 7.2 16399.0 0.00 43609
6 0.4 14264.6 2.4 13506.8 5.31 34979.4
7 0.7 25037.2 1.5 24464.7 2.29 63500.2
8 0.7 15822.7 2.1 15749.3 0.46 40316.1
9 0.6 24410.8 2.1 23793.4 2.53 63500.2
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the second position, without realizing that part of the material can be removed with smaller swing
angles at the later position. For the other positioning sequence shown in Figure 3.13, the volume of
material removed at the last position are the same in the solutions from both algorithms. However, by
smartly adjusting the digging strategy for the first two positions, OptimalMILP manages to provide a
digging solution for the last position where the majority of the removed material is right in front of
the dragline, leading to a smaller total swing angle to finish the excavation task.
The amount of improvement made by following the solution from OptimalMILP compared to that
from GreedyMILP is dependent on the dragline positioning sequence. Making the trade-off in what to
dig between different positions is only valuable when there exists a large overlap of available material
for digging between these positions. This situation often arises when the dragline is walking towards
or further away from the spoil pile. If the dragline simply walks towards the working surface, the
amount of material available at the later positions is dependent on the digging volume at the early
positions, due to the MDR and the drag rope bending constraints. In this case, greedily removing
all the available material at each position is often necessary for completing the excavation task. This
explains the little improvement made by using OptimalMILP for positioning sequences with Pattern
1 to 5 in the test scenarios.
In Figure 3.11 and 3.13, we observe that the removed material is usually dumped at the closest
feasible locations to reduce the total swing angle. This behaviour is due to the swing-dependent
assumption about the dig-dump cycles and the abundant dumping room in these problem instances.
In the case where the hoist distance is considered or the available dumping room is limited, the above
dumping strategy may no longer be optimal. In these situations, adjusting the dumping strategy for
individual dragline positions would be beneficial to reducing the total swing time.
It can be seen that in some problem instances, the computation time of OptimalMILP has already
exceeded the maximum time limit. This is the major shortcoming of the current MILP formulation.
This shortcoming will be exacerbated with finer resolution of the height grids as increasing number
of binary variables are required, making the algorithm intractable for strategic planning purposes.
It is interesting to see that the computation time of OptimalMILP also appears to be related to the
dragline positioning pattern in the test scenarios. The time required to obtain the solutions for Pattern
1 to 5 are generally longer that other positioning patterns. We believe this is caused by the difficulty
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the resulted digging and dumping actions from GreedyMILP (first column) and
OptimalMILP (second column) for the positioning sequence with Pattern 8 in Scenario 2. A large square in
the digging area indicates a large decreased height of the grid point, and vice versa. The numbers beside the
dots are the volumes of material dumped at the dumping locations in m3. The red cross denotes the current
dragline position.
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(c) GreedyMILP (Position 1).
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Figure 3.12: Transition of the terrain profile with the resulted digging and dumping actions from GreedyMILP
(first column) and OptimalMILP (second column) for the positioning sequence with Pattern 8 in Scenario 2.
The digging area is indicated using a magenta polygon and the overburden is dumped in the area to the left
of the yellow line. The red cross denotes the current dragline position.
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(a) GreedyMILP (Position 1).
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(b) OptimalMILP (Position 1).
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(c) GreedyMILP (Position 2).
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(e) GreedyMILP (Position 3).
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the resulted digging and dumping actions from GreedyMILP (first column) and
OptimalMILP (second column) for the positioning sequence with Pattern 9 in Scenario 5. A large square in
the digging area indicates a large decreased height of the grid point, and vice versa. The numbers beside the
dots are the volumes of material dumped at the dumping locations in m3. The red cross denotes the current
dragline position.
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(c) GreedyMILP (Position 1).
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Figure 3.14: Transition of the terrain profile with the resulted digging and dumping actions from GreedyMILP
(first column) and OptimalMILP (second column) for the positioning sequence with Pattern 9 in Scenario 5.
The digging area is indicated using a magenta polygon and the overburden is dumped in the area to the right
of the yellow line. The red cross denotes the current dragline position.
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of improving the current best solution in the MILP solver when there is little overlap of available
material between different positions for adjusting the digging strategy.
It should be noted that with the imposed digging and dumping constraints and the manually se-
lected positioning sequences, it is not guaranteed that all the material in the digging area (vg,G) can
be completely removed. Also, the final terrain after applying the digging and dumping solutions from
both algorithms can be different due to the definition of the excavation task.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present details of the geometric constraints in dragline digging and dumping oper-
ations at the strategic level. We provide a novel mathematical formulation of these constraints using
MILP and propose two algorithms to compute the digging and dumping strategies for a prescribed
positioning sequence. Through a simulation study, we found that removing all the available material
from the digging area and disposing it to the nearby feasible dumping locations appears to be the op-
timal excavation strategy in most of the problem instances, except in the situations where there exists
a large overlap of available material between different positions or the available room for dumping is
limited. The improvement that can be made is related to the dragline positioning sequence and the
specific terrain profile in the mining environment.
Despite several limitations of the current MILP formulation, the solutions from both algorithms
have provided us with insights of the optimal digging and dumping patterns with different types of
dragline positioning sequences, and how dragline productivity can be improved by implementing
more effective digging and dumping strategies for the same positioning sequence. This contributes
to the formulation of the overall dragline strategic planning problem and the development of a more
general planning framework.
Chapter 4
Simulation Model and Cost Function with a
Redefined Action Space
The action space for digging and dumping in Chapter 3 is defined as the height changes of the grid
points (∆zg, ∆zp) in the digging and dumping areas. Although this action space accurately cap-
tures the effect of dragline excavation on the terrain state, large numbers of constraints, incorporating
binary variables, are required to capture the range of feasible digging and dumping actions in the
mixed-integer linear programs. Solving the MILPs to obtain the optimal digging and dumping ac-
tion sequence is essentially searching among the state space (terrain profile in the first sub-problem),
since most of the decision variables are related to individual grid points. As discussed in Chapter 1,
it is inefficient to solve excavation planning problems by searching among the state space due to the
excessive number of variables required to represent the terrain profile. Hence, the MILP approach
is unlikely to solve the overall dragline strategic planning problem while remaining computationally
tractable.
To alleviate this computational burden, we would like to directly search within the ‘actual’ dragline
action space. This action space should be represented by a set of essential parameters that can abstract
the positioning, digging and dumping actions that the dragline is likely to implement. Within such an
action space, it is possible to apply a simulation-based planning approach to obtain the optimal action
sequence using reasonable computational resources.
To solve a planning problem using a simulation-based approach, a simulation model is required
to achieve the state transition of the system after an action is executed at the current state, and a
cost function is needed to compute the state transition cost to allow selection between actions. In
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this chapter, we will first show how we redefine the digging and dumping action space based on the
solutions to the first sub-problem. The action space for positioning remains to be height grid points in
the working area. The redefined digging and dumping action space allows us to develop a geometry-
based simulation model for dragline excavation, which provides more flexibility in specifying the cost
function and reduces the complexity in computing the state transition cost. An improved cost function
that considers the potential hoist-dependent swinging process is proposed following the development
of the excavation simulator.
4.1 Digging and Dumping Action Space Redefined
In this section, we define the digging and dumping action space that will be used in the remainder of
this thesis. From the solutions to the first sub-problem in Chapter 3, we observe that the overburden
is always removed in a number of ‘clusters’ that are bounded by the geometric constraints within the
digging area, and the removed material is dumped at a sequence of successive locations. Based on
these observed digging and dumping patterns, we redefine the digging and dumping action space as
follows. First, the digging area is evenly divided intoMk digging regions for each candidate dragline
position k, as shown in Figure 4.1. The digging regions are indexed from 1 to Mk and we denote
the set of indices of the digging regions {1, 2, ...,Mk} by Gk. The new digging action for a dragline
position is defined as choosing a digging region to start the excavation and another digging region
to terminate the excavation. All the available overburden within the digging regions from the start
region to the end region is removed (subject to available dumping room). If the start and end digging
region are the same, that means only the overburden within this region is removed at this position.
In terms of dumping, we still assume that the dragline dumps the material to the defined locations in
the ascending order of swing angle as in Chapter 3. The new dumping action is defined as choosing
a location to start dumping. Once the available dumping room at this location is filled, the material
will be dumped at the next location. For example, if Lk = 3, then the possible dumping sequences
becomes (1, 2, 3), (1, 2), (2, 3), (1), (2), and (3). To summarize, the new integrated digging and
dumping action at step i is a 3-tuple agp(i) = (ms(i), me(i), ls(i)), where ms(i), me(i) ∈ Gk, ls
(i) ∈ Pk
and k = aw(i). ls(i) is the start dumping location at this dragline position andms(i), me(i) are the start
and end digging regions chosen, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the redefined digging and dumping action space. The new digging action becomes
the start and end digging region (among Region 1 to 4 in this example) and the new dumping action is the
start dumping location from Location 1 to Lk (4 in this example). The arrowed arc shows the specified order
of using the dumping locations.
4.2 Simulation Model for Dragline Excavation
4.2.1 Methods
In this section, we develop a geometry-based simulation model that can be used to achieve the state
transition from an initial state s(i) to the next state s(i+1) after taking the selected dragline action
a(i) = (aw(i), agp(i)), where agp(i) is the digging and dumping action defined in Section 4.1. The
excavation simulator works as follows: First, at the new dragline position aw(i), we independently
compute the maximum volume of material that can be placed in the dumping area, vp,tot, with the
selected start dumping location, and the maximum volume of overburden that can be removed from
the digging area, vg,tot, within the selected digging regions. If vp,tot ≥ f svg,tot (with f s being the
swell factor), that means all the removed material can be fit in the dumping area and we adjust the
height of the spoil pile at the last used dumping location to obtain s(i+1) that satisfies the material
conservation constraint in excavation; otherwise, only part of the available material from the digging
area can be removed and we uniformly adjust the digging angles of the grid points within the selected
digging regions to obtain s(i+1) that satisfies the material conservation constraint. The digging angle
of a grid point j is defined as the angle between the connection from the fairlead to j and the horizontal
plane. Uniformly adjusting the digging angles of the grid points is consistent with the layer-by-layer
excavation pattern in dragline operations. A sectional view of the digging angle for a grid point is
shown in Figure 4.2. Details of the simulation model are described in Algorithm 4.1. The Simulator
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Grid point j
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Figure 4.2: A sectional view showing the digging angle of grid point j at the current dragline position.
algorithm can be seen as a specific way to formulate the state transition function T (s, a), which is
defined in Chapter 2.
Algorithm 4.1 Simulator
Require: Current state s(i), dragline action a(i) = (aw(i),ms(i),me(i), ls(i)), iteration numbermax iter
Ensure: State s(i+1) after taking the action, height changes of grid points in the digging area ∆zg(i), volumes
of material dumped at the dumping locations v(i), heights of the spoil pile at the dumping locations z(i)
1: k = aw(i);
2: (vp,tot,vmax(i),∆Zp,max(i))← MAXDUMPGEOM(zp(i), ls(i), k);
3: (vg,tot,∆zg,max(i))← MAXDIGGEOM(zg(i),ms(i),me(i), k,max iter);
4: if vp,tot ≥ f svg,tot then ⊲ All removed material can be placed in the dumping area
5: ∆zg(i) ← ∆zg,max(i);
6: (v(i),∆zp(i),z(i))← DUMPVOLUME(vg,tot,vmax(i),∆Zp,max(i), ls(i));
7: else ⊲ Only part of the removed material can be placed in the dumping area
8: ∆zp(i) ←
∑Lk
l=ls(i)
∆Zp,max
l
(i)
; ⊲ Summing the increased heights along one direction of ∆Zp,max
l
(i)
9: v(i) ← vmax(i);
10: z(i) ← zmax(i); ⊲ zmax(i) are pre-computed values
11: ∆zg(i) ← DIGVOLUME(vp,tot,∆zg,max(i),ms(i),me(i));
12: end if
13: zg(i+1) ← zg(i) −∆zg(i);
14: zp(i+1) ← zp(i) +∆zp(i);
15: s(i+1) ← (zg(i+1),zp(i+1),zwk
(i+1));
16: return s(i+1),∆zg(i),v(i),z(i).
Inside the simulator, the MaxDumpGeom algorithm (Algorithm 4.2) computes the maximum
volume of overburden that can be placed in the dumping area, vp,tot, the volume of material dumped
at each location, vmax(i), and the increased heights of the grid points in the dumping area after dump-
ing at each location, ∆Zp,max(i). vmax(i) is a vector with Lk elements and ∆Z
p,max(i) is matrix with
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Algorithm 4.2MaxDumpGeom
Require: Initial terrain of the dumping area zp(i), start dumping location ls(i), dragline position k
Ensure: Maximum total volume of material can be dumped vp,tot, maximum dumping volumes at each loca-
tion vmax(i), maximum increased heights of the grid points after dumping at each location ∆Zp,max(i)
1: vp,tot ← 0;
2: ztmp ← zp(i); ⊲ A vector storing the current heights of the grid points
3: for l from ls(i) to Lk do ⊲ No increased heights and dumping volumes from dumping at locations before
ls(i)
4: vmaxl
(i) ← 0; ⊲ vmaxl
(i) is the lth element of vmax(i)
5: for j from 1 to np do
6: tmp val← zmaxl,k − tan(θ)d
p
j,l,k; ⊲ tmp val is the height of j if j is affected by dumping at l
7: if tmp val > ztmpj then ⊲ j is affected by dumping at l
8: ∆zp,maxj,l
(i)
← tmp val − ztmpj ; ⊲∆z
p,max
j,l
(i)
is in row j, column l of ∆Zp,max(i)
9: vmaxl
(i) += s∆zp,maxj,l
(i)
;
10: else ⊲ j is not affected by dumping at l
11: ∆zp,maxj,l
(i) ← 0;
12: end if
13: ztmpj += ∆z
p,max
j,l
(i)
; ⊲ Update current height of j, ztmpj is the jth element of z
tmp
14: end for
15: vp,tot += vmaxl
(i);
16: end for
17: return vp,tot,vmax(i),∆Zp,max(i).
dimensions of np-by-Lk. In MaxDumpGeom, we assume that the dragline starts dumping at l
s(i) and
uses the dumping locations successively in the specified order. Since we are maximizing the total
dumping volume, the height of the spoil pile at ls(i) after dumping at this location equals zmax
ls(i),k
. Sim-
ilar to the material settlement constraint in Chapter 3, we assume that the slope between the projected
point of ls(i) on the spoil pile and each grid point in the dumping area equals to tan(θ). Based on this
assumption, we compute the increased heights∆zp
j,ls(i)
(i)
of all grid points in the dumping area. For a
particular grid point j, if∆zp
j,ls(i)
(i)
is larger than zero, then the height of this grid point after dumping
at ls(i) is increased by∆zp
j,ls(i)
(i)
; otherwise, the height of this grid point remains the same (this means
dumping at ls(i) does not affect grid point j). The above process starts from dumping location ls(i)
and is repeated until the last dumping location Lk.
The MaxDigGeom algorithm (Algorithm 4.3) finds the maximum volume of material that can
be removed from the digging area, vg,tot, and the decreased heights of the grid points in this area,
∆zg,max(i). ∆zg,max(i) is a vector with ng elements. vg,tot and ∆zg,max(i) are computed without
considering the available dumping room. For a grid point j ∈ Srk (within the dragline operating
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Algorithm 4.3MaxDigGeom
Require: Initial terrain of the digging area zg(i), start digging regionms(i), end digging regionme(i), dragline
position k, number of iterations max iter for applying HeightFix
Ensure: Maximum total volume of material can be removed vg,tot, maximum decreased heights of the grid
points after digging ∆zg,max(i)
1: for j from 1 to ng do
2: if j is within the selected digging regions then
3: if ∃j′ ∈ Spre
j,k
that is within the MDR then
4: grad1 ← FINDMINGRADINMDR(S
pre
j,k , r
mdr); ⊲Minimum gradient between the fairlead and
a preceding grid point within the MDR
5: ∆zg,maxj
(i) ← zgj
(i) − (hf + zwk − grad1(d
g
j,k
− rf)); ⊲∆zg,maxj
(i)
is the jth element of
∆zg,max(i)
6: else
7: grad2 ← FINDGRADWITHNEARESTPRECE(S
pre
j,k
); ⊲ Gradient between the fairlead and the
closest preceding grid point
8: ∆zg,maxj
(i) ← zgj
(i) − (hf + zwk − grad2(d
g
j,k
− rf));
9: end if
10: else
11: ∆zg,maxj
(i) ← 0; ⊲ j is not within the selected digging regions
12: end if
13: end for
14: for i from 1 tomax iter do
15: ∆zg,max(i) ← HEIGHTFIX(∆zg,max(i),zg(i),ms(i),me(i), k);
16: end for
17: vg,tot ← s
∑
∀j∈Sg ∆z
g,max(i);
18: return vg,tot,∆zg,max(i).
radius), if any of its preceding grid points are within the MDR, then ∆zgj
(i)
is determined by the
minimum gradient between the fairlead and the preceding grid points within the MDR; otherwise,
∆zgj
(i)
is determined by the gradient between the fairlead and the closest preceding grid point to the
fairlead (on the boundary of the digging area). Since it is possible to have common preceding grid
points between different grid points, the drag rope bending constraint may still be violated after the
previous step is iterated for all grid points j ∈ Srk. To address this issue, we iteratively apply another
algorithm,HeightFix, to check the gradient between the fairlead and the preceding grid points for each
grid point after MaxDigGeom. The value of ∆zgj
(i)
is corrected if the drag rope bending constraint is
violated. HeightFix is described in Algorithm 4.4.
After computing vp,tot and vg,tot, we are able to compare these two values to see whether all the
available material from the selected digging regions can be placed onto the spoil pile without violating
the geometric constraints. There are two possible situations:
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Algorithm 4.4 HeightFix
Require: Input decreased heights of the grid points after digging ∆zg,max(i), initial terrain of the digging area
zg(i), start digging region ms(i), end digging regionme(i), dragline position k
Ensure: Corrected decreased heights of the grid points after digging ∆zg,max(i)
1: for j from 1 to ng do
2: if j is within the selected digging regions then
3: grad← FINDMINGRADOUTMDR(Sprej,k , r
mdr); ⊲Minimum gradient between the fairlead and a
preceding grid point outside the MDR
4: if zgj
(i) − (hf + zwk − grad(d
g
j,k − r
f)) < ∆zg,maxj
(i)
then ⊲ Drag rope bending constraint is
violated
5: ∆zg,maxj
(i)
← zgj
(i)
− (hf + zwk − grad(d
g
j,k − r
f));
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for
9: return ∆zg,max(i).
1. vp,tot ≥ f svg,tot. This means all the removed material from the digging area can be placed onto
the spoil pile. In this case, the decreased heights of the grid points in the digging area ∆zg(i)
is assigned to be ∆zg,max(i). The increased heights of the grid points in the dumping area,
∆zp(i), the dumping volumes at each location, v(i), and the heights of the dumping locations
after excavation, z(i), are calculated by DumpVolume. In DumpVolume, the bisection method
is used to adjust the height of the spoil pile at the last used dumping location until the total
dumping volume equals vg,tot;
2. vp,tot < f svg,tot. This means only part of the removed material from the digging area can be
dumped onto the spoil pile. In this case, the dumping volumes at each location, v(i), and the
heights of the spoil pile at the dumping locations after excavation, z(i), are assigned to be vmax(i)
and zmax(i), respectively. The increased heights of the grid points in the dumping area ∆zp(i)
is computed by summing the increased heights after dumping at each location in ∆Zp,max(i).
The decreased heights of the grid points in the digging area ∆zg(i) is computed by DigVolume.
In DigVolume, the bisection method is used to adjust the digging angles of the grid points in the
selected digging regions uniformly (increasing or decreasing the same proportion of the current
digging angles) until the total digging volume equals vp,tot.
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Figure 4.3: Maximizing the volume of material removed from the digging area with a MILP andMaxDigGeom
for three positions with the same initial terrain in the digging area in Scenario 5. The size of each cell is
6m × 6m. (a): Initial terrain; (b) to (d): Resulting terrain for Position 1, 2, and 3 after using MaxDigGeom;
(e) to (g): Resulting terrain for Position 1, 2, and 3 after using a MILP.
4.2.2 Verification
To verify the proposed geometric simulation model for dragline excavation, we formulate two MILPs
to compute vp,tot and vg,tot with a given dragline position and the initial terrain of the digging and
dumping areas. These two MILPs are based on the same formulations of the geometric constraints as
in Chapter 3. The first MILP maximizes the volume of material removed from the selected digging
regions (this MILP can be easily obtained by adapting MaxDigMILP in Chapter 3). The second
MILP maximizes the total volume of material dumped onto the spoil poile starting from the chosen
location to the final location Lk. We apply these two MILPs and the proposed MaxDigGeom and
MaxDumpGeom on the initial terrain in Scenario 5 for several different dragline positions withms =
1, me = Mk and l
s = 1. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 compare the resulting terrain of the digging and dumping
areas from using the geometry-based simulation model and from using the MILP approach. For
visualization, we highlight the terrain in part of the digging and dumping area, respectively. The value
ofmax iter we choose for HeightFix is 1. From Figure 4.3 and 4.4, it can be seen that the volume of
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Figure 4.4: Maximizing the volume of material dumped onto the spoil pile with a MILP and MaxDumpGeom
for three positions with the same initial terrain in the dumping area in Scenario 5. The size of each cell is
6m×6m. (a): Initial terrain; (b) to (d): Resulting terrain for Position 1, 2, and 3 after usingMaxDumpGeom;
(e) to (g): Resulting terrain for Position 1, 2, and 3 after using a MILP.
material removed from the block or dumped onto the spoil pile obtained using the simulation method
is almost identical to the one obtained from solving the MILPs. The terrain change in the digging or
dumping area is also very similar (in terms of the maximum difference of the resulting height values
between the grid points).
The advantage of using the simulation method is illustrated in Table 4.1 where we compare the
computation time spent by the MILP and geometric methods in maximizing the digging and dumping
volume at 50 different dragline positions given the same initial terrain in Scenario 5. From this table,
we can see that the geometric method requires 2-3 orders of magnitude less computation time than
the MILP method. This makes the developed geometry-based model suitable to be incorporated in a
simulation-based planning method to address the dragline strategic planning problem.
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Table 4.1: Computation time in maximizing the digging and dumping volume with MILP and geometry-based
simulation methods for 50 dragline positions in Scenario 5 (average). The size of each cell is 6m × 6m.
The computation was performed on a desktop with a 3.4GHz CPU and 16.0GB RAM and the mathematical
programs were solved by Gurobi 6.5 [44].
MILP Geometric
Max digging 3.56s 0.045s
Max dumping 3.31s 0.008s
4.3 Improved Cost Function
In Chapter 3, we formulate a cost function regarding swing time during the digging and dumping
process. The computation of swing time in that cost function is exclusively based on the swing
angle. As described in both Chapter 2 and 3, the swing time may also be affected by the hoist
movement required during the swinging process (in hoist-dependent cycles [3]). The development
of the geometry-based simulation model for dragline excavation makes it possible to derive a cost
function that considers both the hoist and swing movements into the cost computation.
4.3.1 Methods
To consider the effect from the hoist movement on swing time, we first need to determine the swing-
hoist dependency in a swinging process. The general algorithm to determine the swing-hoist depend-
ency in the swinging process between two spatial points is described in Algorithm 4.5. The swing-
hoist dependency is determined by comparing the minimum time to achieve the required swing angle
or hoist distance using the maximum swing or hoist speed. We assume that the hoist time also has an
affine relationship with the hoist distance that is described by coefficients ahoi and bhoi [9, 25].
In the improved cost function, we calculate the time spent in the swinging process in the same
way as Chapter 3. The calculation is split into two parts. In the first part, we compute the swing time
required to transfer the material removed from the grid points in the digging area to the reference
boom position. In the second part, we compute the swing time required to transfer the material from
the reference boom position to individual dumping locations. The computation of the total swing
angle in these two parts are the same as in Chapter 3. We improve the cost function by capturing the
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Algorithm 4.5 SwingHoistDependency
Require: Required swing angle φ, required hoist distance h
Ensure: Boolean value SD
SD ← 0;
tsw ← aswφ+ bsw;
thoi ← ahoih+ bhoi;
if tsw ≥ thoi then ⊲ Swing-dependent
SD ← 1;
end if
return SD.
potential hoist-dependent swinging process in the calculation.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the computation of the aggregated swing time at a dragline position. φ1 and h1 are
used to compute the swing time after digging at the shown grid point before the bucket enters the dumping
area. φ2 , h2, φ3 and h3 are used to compute the swing time of dumping material at the second dumping
location after the bucket enters the dumping area. Note that the dug grid point may not be related to the
shown dumping locations.
The computation of the swing time in these two parts in the improved cost function is illustrated in
Figure 4.5 and the complete procedures to compute the swing time at the current dragline positions at
step i are shown in Algorithm 4.6. To estimate the hoist distance required to move the material from
grid point j in the digging area to the reference boom position, we first determine the disengaging
point of the bucket when it finishes dragging to remove the material at grid point j. The disengaging
point, which is denoted by j′, is regarded as the closest preceding grid point to j without any height
changes during digging at the current position. This can be easily checked with the solution of∆zg(i)
from the simulator. We assume that the bucket is hoisted and swung once it disengages from j′ and
gets underneath the boom tip with the same height level as the dragline tub when the boom reaches
the reference position. This assumption is consistent with the dragline operations in the actual mining
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Algorithm 4.6 SwingTime
Require: Height changes of grid points in the digging area∆zg(i), volumes of material dumped at the dumping
locations v(i), heights of the spoil pile at the dumping locations after excavation z(i), current dragline
position k
Ensure: Operation time in implementing the actions t(i)
1: t(i) ← 0;
2: for j from 1 to ng do
3: nbuc ← ∆zgj
(i)
s/vca; ⊲ Number of buckets to remove the overburden
4: j′ ← DISENGAGE(∆zg(i),Spre
j,k
); ⊲ Find the disengaging point when digging at j
5: hgj,k
(i) ← zwk − z
g
j′
(i)
; ⊲ Compute hoist distance
6: if SWINGHOISTDEPENDENCY(|φgj′ ,k|, h
g
j,k
(i)
) then ⊲ Swing-dependent
7: if φg
j′,k
≥ 0 then
8: φequi = φg
j′,k
;
9: else
10: φequi = (ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw + φg
j′,k
;
11: end if
12: else ⊲ Hoist-dependent
13: if φg
j′,k
≥ 0 then
14: φequi = (ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw;
15: else
16: φequi = (ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw + φg
j′,k
;
17: end if
18: end if
19: t(i) += nbuc(aswφequi + bsw);
20: end for
21: φequi ← 0; ⊲ Equivalent swing angle from the reference boom position to the previous dumping location
22: hbuc ← zwk ; ⊲ Current height of the bucket
23: for l = 1 to Lk do
24: nbuc ← vl
(i)s/vca;
25: htmp ← zl
(i) − hbuc;
26: if htmp > 0 then ⊲ If it is necessary to hoist
27: if SWINGHOISTDEPENDENCY(∆φp, htmp) then
28: φequi += ∆φp;
29: hbuc += (asw∆φp + bsw − bhoi)/ahoi; ⊲ Swing-dependent but still hoist the bucket
30: else
31: φequi += (ahoihtmp + bhoi − bsw)/asw;
32: hbuc += htmp;
33: end if
34: else
35: φequi += ∆φp;
36: hbuc += (asw∆φp + bsw − bhoi)/ahoi;
37: end if
38: t(i) += nbuc(aswφequi + bsw);
39: end for
40: return 2t(i). ⊲ Consider also the swinging back to the digging area
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strips shown in Scenario 1 to 4 in Chapter 3. The hoist distance required, hgj,k
(i)
, is calculated by
hgj,k
(i) = zwk − z
g
j′
(i), (4.1)
and the swing angle required is treated as φgj′,k. With h
g
j,k
(i)
and φgj′,k, we can determine the swing-
hoist dependency during this process by Algorithm 4.5. If the swinging process is hoist-dependent,
then an ‘equivalent’ swing angle is calculated and used to compute the swing time. The idea of
equivalent swing angle was first proposed in [27], and it is defined as the angle that the boom could
have swung with maximum swing speed given the time spent in hoisting. It should be noted that in
the first part of cost computation, the swing angle φgj′,k could be negative due to the definition of the
reference boom position. In this case, the equivalent swing angle φequi is computed by
φequi = (ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw + φgj′,k, (4.2)
instead of −(ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw to ensure that the change in φequi is continuous when φgj′,k
decreases from a positive value to a negative value. Computing φequi in this way can more accurately
reflect the contribution to the aggregate equivalent swing angle by removing overburden from grid
point j. If φgj′,k is positive, then φ
equi is regarded as (ahoihgj,k
(i)
+ bhoi − bsw)/asw in a hoist-dependent
process and φgj′,k in a swing-dependent process.
In the second part of cost computation, we assume that the bucket stays underneath the boom tip
during the swinging process. To reach the required height at dumping location l, the bucket needs
to be swung over the spoil pile at the previous dumping locations. Therefore, the equivalent swing
angle from the reference boom position to a particular dumping location l is computed by summing
the equivalent swing angles from the reference boom position to the previous dumping locations (1
to l − 1) and the equivalent swing angle from l − 1 to l. The dumping height at location l is assumed
to be zl
(i). The calculation of the equivalent swing angle between two spatial points is based on the
swing-hoist dependency as in the first part. If the swinging process from a dumping location to the
next is swing-dependent, then we assume the bucket is hoisted at full speed at the same time.
Besides the swing time, two extra terms are included in the improve cost function to capture the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between the actual swing time and the swing time computed by the improved and the
previous cost functions at different dragline positions in the excavation of 3 blocks. The excavation of each
block was completed through five dragline positions. The blue dotted line in each plot indicates the situation
when the computed swing time equals to the actual swing time. The numbers beside the data points indicate
the dragline positioning sequence (asw = 0.11 (s/◦), bsw = 2.13 (s), ahoi = 0.30 (s/◦), bhoi = 2.37 (s)).
time required to prepare the dragline to move and to resume excavation at the new position (tfix) and
the time spent in moving the dragline. tfix is a fixed cost in the cost function and the moving time is
computed given the moving speed of the dragline and the distance between two dragline positions.
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4.3.2 Verification
To verify the applicability of the improved cost function in dragline strategic planning, we use it
to compute the swing time spent at 15 different dragline positions based on the removed material
and extended spoil pile by human operators in the excavation of 3 successive blocks in the strip
presented in Scenario 3. The results are compared to the actual swing time spent at each position
collected by the on-board dragline monitoring system and the swing time computed by the previous
cost function that is purely based on swing angles. In the improved cost function, the first part
of computation depends on the decreased heights of the grid points in the digging regions. In the
second part of computation, we inspect the resulting spoil pile after dumping at the current dragline
position and treat the closest (in terms of φpl,k) dumping location to a new peak of the spoil pile as
the start dumping location. Figure 4.6 compares the swing time computed by the improved (swing
+ hoist) and the previous (swing-only) cost functions to the actual swing time recorded at separate
positions, and the mean squared error between these values in each block. It can be seen that most
of the results from the improved cost function are close to the actual swing time, and more accurate
estimation of the swing time can be obtained by considering the effect from hoist movement in the
cost computation. More importantly, it is shown that the developed cost function is able to reflect
the cost difference between different digging and dumping actions and therefore, it can be used for
the purpose of dragline strategic planning. From another perspective, these results also indicates that
the redefined digging and dumping action space can be used to describe actual excavation actions by
human operators and therefore, it can be used for strategic planning purpose.
4.4 Conclusions
Despite the accuracy in capturing the terrain transition, modelling the digging and dumping action as
the height changes of terrain grids has brought significant computational burden to dragline strategic
planning. To render the planning tractable, we redefine the digging and dumping action space to match
the digging and dumping patterns that we observed from the solutions to the first sub-problem. The
digging action is now defined as choosing a number of digging regions inside the digging area, and
the dumping action is defined as choosing the start dumping location. With the redefined digging and
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dumping action space, we further develop a geometry-based simulationmodel for dragline excavation
and improve the cost function so that it is able to consider the effect from hoist movement on the
computation of swing time. The improvements made to these problem components allow us to apply
a simulation-based planning approach to address the dragline strategic planning problem.
Chapter 5
Planning Dragline Positioning Sequence
using A* and MCTS Algorithms
This chapter addresses the second sub-problem in dragline strategic planning identified in Chapter 2.
In this sub-problem, we aim to obtain the optimal dragline positioning sequence to finish the excava-
tion task when a specified digging and dumping strategy is applied at each position. The development
of a geometry-based simulation model and the improvement of the cost function based on the re-
defined digging and dumping action space in Chapter 4 have allowed us to apply a simulation-based
planning approach to solve the dragline strategic planning problem. To investigate, in this chapter, we
will adapt the A* and Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithms and evaluate their performance
in solving the dragline positioning planning problem. By solving this sub-problem, we would like
to also investigate the sensitivity of dragline productivity to different positioning sequences when the
dragline is given a specified digging and dumping strategy to complete the excavation task, which
could guide us in the development of an efficient planning algorithm for the overall dragline strategic
planning.
5.1 Problem Formulation
In the second sub-problem, we need to select a sequence of dragline positions among a set of can-
didate positions so that the excavation task is completed in minimum time using a specified digging
and dumping strategy at each position. We denote the set of candidate dragline positions in the work-
ing area as Sw, where Sw = {1, 2, ..., nw}. With the specified digging and dumping strategy in the
redefined action space and the deterministic state transition assumption, the dragline positioning plan-
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ning problem in this chapter is modelled as searching a decision tree. In this tree, each node captures
the terrain profile of the digging and dumping areas and the current dragline position, while each edge
corresponds to the action of moving to a new dragline position. The action sequence from the root
(the initial state) to a certain node in the tree is unique and irreversible due to the dynamics of material
movement in excavation. Each node (except the root) has a unique parent in the tree. An example
decision tree for this sub-problem is shown in Figure 5.1.
Actions: Move to new 
positions
.
.
.
Root
Searching depth
0
3
2
1
.
.
.
States
Figure 5.1: An simplified decision tree for searching the optimal dragline positioning sequence in the second
sub-problem. There are only two candidate positions for selection at a given state.
The default digging and dumping strategy applied in this sub-problem is specified within the
redefined action space introduced in Chapter 4. After an action (the new dragline position) is selected
at the current state, the next state is determined by running the excavation simulator with the specified
digging and dumping strategy to the current terrain at the new position. In this chapter, the digging
and dumping action at each position is fixed to be ms = 1, me = Mk and l
s = 1, where k is the new
position selected. This digging and dumping strategy instructs the dragline to remove all the material
it can reach within the entire digging area at each position and dump it to the nearest dumping location
(in terms of φpl,k), subject to available dumping room. The proposal of this strategy is inspired by the
solutions to the first sub-problem in Chapter 3, where greedily maximizing the digging volume at
each position and dumping the removed material at the nearby dumping locations appears to be a
reasonable strategy for many of the evaluated positioning sequences.
The definition of the excavation task, or goal condition in Chapter 3 is based on the maximum
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volume of material that can be removed from the digging area. In this chapter and the remainder of
the thesis, the excavation task is redefined as removing the overburden within the digging area until a
specified proportion of the grid points inHg reach their target heights inHg,G. This goal condition is
considered to be more consistent with the ultimate goal in strip mining, which is to expose the seam
of target deposit underneath the overburden as quickly as possible.
5.2 A* Algorithm for Dragline Positioning Planning
The A* algorithm is one of the most commonly used informed search algorithms for solving path
planning problems [61]. When it is applied to a tree search problem, the growth of the tree is based
on a function that estimates the future cost (heuristic cost function) from a set of leaf nodes (open
set) to the goal. The algorithm terminates when the selected node to be expanded from the open set
satisfies the goal condition. The solution from an A* algorithm is guaranteed to be optimal if the
heuristic cost function is admissible. For the same problem with the same heuristic cost function, the
A* algorithm explores the smallest number of nodes among all heuristic search algorithms.
The adapted A* algorithm for solving the second sub-problem in dragline strategic planning is
described in Algorithm 5.1. Each node in the tree is associated with a data structure containing four
elements: i) state, the state corresponding to this node; ii) parent, the parent node; iii) g val, the
cost (operation time) from root to this node; and iv) f val, the sum of g val and the heuristic cost
from this node to the goal. Once the node selected from OpenSet satisfies the goal condition, the
algorithm reconstructs the positioning sequence from root to the selected node with ReconstructPath
and returns this positioning sequence as the solution.
The improved cost function developed in Chapter 4 is used to compute the one-step transition cost
in this sub-problem. Another important component in the A* algorithm is the heuristic cost function
that estimates the future cost of reaching the goal from the current node. In AStarPos, the heuristic
cost for a given state is computed by
tcycle
vmin
vca
+ tfix, (5.1)
where vmin is the minimum volume of material required to be removed in order to reach the goal state
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Algorithm 5.1 AStarPos
Require: Initial state s(0), goal condition evaluation function G(·), a set of candidate positions Sw, iteration
number in HeightFixmax iter
Ensure: The best operation time tb, a dragline positioning sequence sol seq
1: root.state← s(0);
2: root.parent← null;
3: root.g val ← 0;
4: root.f val← HEURISTIC(root);
5: OpenSet← {root}; ⊲ Candidate nodes for exploration
6: while OpenSet is not empty do
7: Current← NODEMINFVAL(OpenSet); ⊲ Select a node from OpenSet with the smallest f val
8: if G(Current) then ⊲ Solution found, terminate the algorithm
9: sol seq ← RECONSTRUCTPATH(Current);
10: return Current.g val, sol seq;
11: end if
12: OpenSet.Remove(Current);
13: for each candidate position k ∈ Sw do ⊲ Expand the children of Current
14: (s,∆zg,v,z)← SIMULATOR(Current.state, (k, 1,Mk , 1),max iter);
15: Child.state← s;
16: g val ← Current.g val + SWINGTIME(∆zg,v,z, k) +MOVETIME( ) + tfix;
17: Child.parent← Current;
18: Child.g val← g val;
19: Child.f val ← g val + HEURISTIC(Child);
20: OpenSet.Add(Child);
21: end for
22: end while
23: return failure.
from the current state and tcycle is a empirical value that estimates the swing time in a dig-dump cycle.
To compute vmin, the minimum number of grid points in Hg needed to reach their target heights
(nmin) in future excavation is first calculated given the goal condition and the current state. Then, the
grid points in the current digging area are sorted in the ascending order of the differences between
their current heights and their target heights in Hg,G. vmin is computed by adding the volume of the
remaining material at the first nmin grid points in this sorted list. The fixed cost is also included in
the heuristic cost function because the dragline has to move at least once in order to reach the goal
state. This formulation ensures that the heuristic cost is admissible and therefore, the A* algorithm is
guaranteed to return the optimal solution if one exists [61].
To enhance the searching efficiency, several improvements are made to AStarPos:
• Specify the maximum searching depth. If the node chosen fromOpenSet reaches the maximum
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depth, its children will not be explored. This improvement can be implemented between Line
12 and 13 in Algorithm 5.1. The value of the maximum searching depth corresponds to the
maximum number of dragline positions allowed to finish the task and it can be specified based
on the initial terrain of the environment;
• Forbid duplicate dragline positions. We forbid duplicate dragline positions in the solution of the
algorithm. This means with increasing searching depth, the number of the candidate positions
decreases. The number of iterations required in the loop from Line 13 to 21 in Algorithm 5.1
is therefore reduced. With this improvement, the dragline cannot go back to one of its previous
positions during excavation and this is consistent with actual dragline excavation process;
• Prune dead-end states. A state is identified as dead-end if the volume of material removed
from the current dragline position is less than a certain threshold. The nodes that satisfy this
condition will not be added to OpenSet and this improvement can be made after Line 14 in
Algorithm 5.1. It is not an efficient practice to move the dragline to a new position from which
it can only remove a small amount of overburden;
• Expand the children in parallel. During implementation, multiple threads are used to explore
the children of the current node as these processes are independent of each other. This could
significantly reduce the computation time of the algorithm.
5.3 MCTS algorithm for Dragline Positioning Planning
The MCTS algorithm has recently gained attention for its successful application in solving planning
problems with large search spaces [69]. The essence of the MCTS algorithm is to estimate the expec-
ted future cost from a node in the tree via iterative sampling through four phases, namely the selection
phase, expansion phase, simulation phase, and backpropagation phase. The growth of the tree is con-
trolled by the tree policy used in the selection phase. The algorithm can be terminated at any time and
the current best solution is returned.
The adapted MCTS algorithm to solve the dragline positioning planning problem is described
in Algorithm 5.2. The data structure of each node in our proposed MCTS algorithm is associated
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with eight elements: i) t1, the expected future cost from the current node to the goal; ii) σ1, the
standard deviation of the future cost from the current node to the goal; iii) t2, the cost from the root
to the current node; iv) n1, the total number of times that the current node has been visited; v) n2,
the number of times that the current node has been visited and the goal condition is reached in the
same iteration; vi) state, the state corresponding to this node; vii) parent, the parent node; and viii)
children, the child nodes. In the following sections, we will explain the details of the four phases
in MCTSPos.
5.3.1 Selection Phase
The tree policy plays an important role in the MCTS algorithm as it controls the balance between
exploring a subsequent part of the tree that has not been sampled enough and exploiting a subsequent
part of the tree that looks promising based on the information from previous iterations. A popular
tree policy is the Upper Confidence Bounds algorithm (UCB1) [73] shown in Eq (1.1). The UCB1
algorithm chooses the child node to maximize a specific formula with two terms that trade off between
exploitation (the first term) and exploration (the second term). In this thesis, we adapt the UCB1
formula and at the current node p choose a child node c that maximizes the value of
α
nc2
nc1
+ (1− α)sig
(
tp1 − (t
c
2 − t
p
2 + t
c
1)
σp1
)
+ C
√
lnnp1
nc1
, (5.2)
The first two terms in Eq (5.2) have similar functions as the first term in the original UCB1 formula.
They encourage exploitation by biasing the selection towards the nodes with higher estimation of
the probability of reaching the goal (the first term) and lower estimation of the expected future cost
(the second term). Their sum is within [0, 1], which is consistent with the original UCB1 formula
and facilitates the selection of C in the third term. α is a weighting parameter in [0, 1]. The first
term is included in this adapted formula because we want to increase the frequency of reaching the
goal in order to update the expected future cost of the existing nodes. sig() is the sigmoid function
in the form of sig(x) = 1/(1 + e−x). We do not use the the upper bound of tc1 to scale its value
within [0, 1] because this upper bound is a priori unknown and specific to each excavation scenario.
Standardizing tc1 with t
c
2, t
p
2 , t
c
1, and σ
p
1 increases the second term’s sensitivity to t
c
1 between different
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Algorithm 5.2MCTSPos
Require: Initial state s(0), candidate positions Sw, specified digging and dumping strategy (1,Mk, 1), max-
imum computation time tcp, iteration number in HeightFix max iter
Ensure: The best operation time tb, a positioning sequence sol seq
1: Initialize root with s(0);
2: sol seq ← [ ]; ⊲ Solution of the positioning sequence
3: tb ←∞; ⊲ Operation time of the solution
4: while t ≤ tcp do
5: Term← false; ⊲ Backpropagate if Term is true
6: m← root; ⊲ Current node, initialized as root
7: pos seq ← ( ); ⊲ Current action sequence
8: cost seq ← ( ); ⊲ Incurred costs of taking each action
9: whilem is fully expanded do ⊲ Selection phase
10: m← TREEPOLICY(m);
11: Append pos seq, cost seq;
12: end while
13: tmp state← m.state;
14: m← EXPAND(m, pos seq,Sw); ⊲ Expansion phase
15: Append pos seq;
16: (tmp state,∆zg,v,z)← SIMULATOR(tmp state, (pos seq.back, 1,Mk , 1),max iter); ⊲
pos seq.back returns the last position in pos seq
17: tmp cost← m.parent.t2 + SWINGTIME(∆z
g,v,z, pos seq.back) +MOVETIME( ) + tfix;
18: m.state← tmp state;
19: m.t2 ← tmp cost;
20: Append cost seq with tmp cost;
21: Term← CHKTERM; ⊲ Check terminal condition
22: while Term is false do ⊲ Simulation phase
23: pos seq ← DEFAULTPOLICY(pos seq,Sw);
24: (tmp state,∆zg,v,z)← SIMULATOR(tmp state, (pos seq.back, 1,Mk , 1),max iter);
25: tmp cost += SWINGTIME(∆zg,v,z, pos seq.back) +MOVETIME( ) + tfix;
26: Append cost seq with tmp cost;
27: Term← CHKTERM;
28: end while
29: BACKPROPAGATE(m, cost seq); ⊲ Backpropagation phase
30: if SUM(cost seq) < tb then ⊲ Update the best solution if an improvement is made
31: tb ← SUM(cost seq);
32: sol seq ← pos seq;
33: end if
34: end while
35: return tb, sol seq.
children, thereby improving the searching efficiency. The third term in Eq (5.2) is used to encourage
exploration of the tree and is the same as the second term in the original UCB1 formula. C is a
positive constant that can be empirically tuned to change the tendency for exploration throughout the
searching process of the algorithm.
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5.3.2 Expansion Phase
When the MCTS algorithm encounters a partially-expanded node during the selection phase, another
child node is added to this node by choosing the next dragline position uniformly at random among
the candidates. The state transition cost from the parent node is computed and used to initialize t2.
All other node-associated values (t1, n1 and n2) are all initialized as zeros.
5.3.3 Simulation Phase
From the leaf node added in the expansion phase, the algorithm repeatedly selects a new dragline
position uniformly at random until a terminal condition is satisfied. For each new dragline position,
the excavation process is simulated with the specified digging and dumping strategy and the state
transition cost is computed and recorded.
5.3.4 Backpropagation Phase
If the goal condition is achieved when the simulation phase terminates, then n1, n2 of a particular
nodem visited in the first two phases are incremented by one, and σ1, t1 of this node are updated by
σ1 =
√
(n2 − 2)σ21
n2 − 1
+
(t1(m)− t1)2
n2
, (5.3)
t1 = t1 +
t1(m)− t1
n2
, (5.4)
following [80]. Here, t1(m) is the future cost from node m to the goal computed based on the state
transition costs along the search path in the current iteration. The algorithm also keeps track of the
best solution found so far and its overall transition cost. They are updated if a better solution is found
after the simulation phase. If the simulation phase does not terminate at a goal state, only the visit
counter n1 is updated for the nodes visited in the first two phases.
Similar improvementsmade to the A* algorithm in Section 5.2 are applied to theMCTS algorithm.
A maximum searching depth corresponding to a specified maximum number of dragline positions
allowed to finish the task is imposed in MCTSPos. We forbid sampling duplicate dragline positions
in the expansion and the simulation phase in the algorithm. When the search reaches a dead-end state
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during the expansion or simulation phase, the algorithm will proceed directly to the backpropogation
phase. The algorithm will also proceed directly to the backpropogation phase when the search reaches
a state that satisfies the goal condition. A dead-end node or a node that satisfies one of the above
terminal conditions will not be selected in future iterations.
Two extra specific improvements are made to MCTSPos:
• Prune existing subtrees. A node will be excluded in future selection phases if all its descendants
(subtree) have been added to the tree. This condition is checked for the nodes in the current
searching path during the backpropagation phase. The improvement is based on the determin-
istic state transitions in this planning problem. In the application of a reinforcement learning
algorithm on MDPs where the state transition is stochastic, the algorithm needs to sample the
same action at a particular state multiple times (possibly infinitely often) to get an accurate es-
timation of the expected future cost of selecting this action [81]. However, in a deterministic
problem, if the subtree of a particular node has been added, that means all descendants of this
node have been visited at least once. In this case, we have already obtained the best subsequent
action sequence following this node and therefore, it is not necessary to search this subtree
again in future iterations;
• Implement root parallelization. The MCTS algorithm is a randomized algorithm that employs
a certain degree of randomness within its own structure (e.g., during the expansion and simula-
tion phase). As a result, the final decision trees of the MCTS algorithm are not necessarily the
same when it is implemented multiple times for the same amount of time for the same problem
instance. A possible way to find a better solution is to run the algorithm in a parallel fashion,
which has been investigated in [82]. In this thesis, we initialize several decision trees simultan-
eously in different threads and MCTSPos is executed independently in each tree. The solutions
from all the trees are compared after termination and the best one is returned. This way of
parallel implementation of the MCTS algorithm is termed root parallelization in [82] and it was
shown to be a relatively easy and effective way boost the performance of an MCTS algorithm.
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5.4 Algorithm Evaluation
5.4.1 Test Scenarios
The test scenarios that we use for evaluating the proposed A* and MCTS algorithms are the same
as those described in Chapter 3. With the developed geometry-based simulation model for dragline
excavation, we are now able to solve the planning problem with higher resolutions in the height grids.
In the remainder of this thesis, the terrain in the test scenarios are all represented in height grids of
2m × 2m cells. In each scenario, a set of candidate dragline positions is defined within the working
area and the distance between two positions is at least 5m.
5.4.2 Implementation Details
The implementation parameters in the test scenarios are shown in Table 5.1. The specifications of the
dragline in each scenario are the same as those described in Table 3.6. However, unlike in Chapter 3
where the goal condition is dependent on the selected positioning sequence, the goal condition for
each test scenario in this chapter is fixed and is determined by a greedy algorithm. In this greedy
algorithm, the dragline positions are selected one by one and we assume the dragline is excavating
with the specified digging and dumping strategy. Duplicate positions are forbidden in the final resulted
positioning sequence. At each step, we choose the position that leads to the maximum number of grid
points to reach their target heights in the digging area among remaining candidate positions. This
selection process is repeated until there is no remaining candidate positions or the volume of material
removed is 10 buckets (this threshold is also used to define dead-end states in the A* and MCTS
algorithms). The proportion of grid points that reach their target heights after the final position is
defined as the goal condition for this scenario. Note that this greedy algorithm is not the same as
Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 3. All algorithms were written in C++. The MCTS algorithm was tested on
a desktop with a 3.4GHz CPU and 16.0GBRAM. For Scenario 1, 2 and 4, the A* algorithmwas tested
on the same desktop. For Scenario 3 and 5, it was tested in a high performance computing cluster
managed by the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering at The University of Queensland.
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Table 5.1: Implementation parameters of the algorithms in the test scenarios. The second column is the dragline
moving speed. The last four columns are the maximum searching depth of the tree, the number of candidate
positions, the number of digging regions in the digging area, and the proportion of grid points in the digging
area required to reach the target heights in each scenario. tcycle only applies to the A* algorithm.
Scenario vmove(m/min) tfix(s) tcycle(s) dmax |Sw| Mk Goal condition
1 4 600 60 4 23 4 0.81
2 4 600 60 4 23 4 0.68
3 4 600 60 6 23 4 0.65
4 4 600 60 4 23 4 0.78
5 4 600 60 4 37 4 0.79
5.4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, we will first show the effectiveness of implementing those two extra improvements in
the MCTS algorithm by performing two tests in Scenario 4. After that, the performance of the A* and
the MCTS algorithm in solving the dragline positioning planning problem is evaluated and compared
in all the test scenarios.
Prune Existing Subtrees
In the first test, we specify the maximum number of iterations allowed inMCTSPos instead of the time
budget and run the algorithm with and without pruning the existing subtrees for future search. The
operation time of the current best solution (tb) and the number of nodes in the tree along the running
process are recorded and shown in Figure 5.2. We can see that without preventing the algorithm
from visiting existing subtrees, the growth of the tree becomes very slow after 5000 iterations. In a
stochastic planning problem, this can be seen as a sign of convergence. But in a deterministic planning
problem, we prefer continuing exploring the remaining part of the tree in case we are stuck in a local
optimum. By preventing the algorithm from revisiting existing subtrees, the tree never stops growing
within the specified computational resources unless all the nodes have been added to the tree. In this
example, we see that the algorithm with this improvement manages to find better solutions after about
13000 iterations. It should be noted that the algorithm without this improvement will eventually find
these solutions as well due to the exploration term in Eq (5.2). However, it may take a much larger
number of iterations to achieve that.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of tb and the number of nodes in the tree between two MCTS algorithms (with or
without prevention from revisiting existing subtrees, single-threaded) along the running process in Scenario
4. Each algorithm was implemented ten times with a maximum 20000 iterations (α = 0.5, C = 2.0). The
error bars show the standard deviation of tb among ten runs for the same number of iterations.
Root Parallelization
In the second test, we still specify the maximum number of iterations allowed in MCTSPos and run
it with all the proposed improvements independently in different number of trees initialized at the
same time. The operation time of the current best solution (tb) along the running process is recorded
and shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the performance of the parallelized MCTS algorithms
are consistently better than the single-threaded version with the same number of iterations, and the
performance of the parallelized algorithm is improved with increasing number of threads allocated
for implementation.
Evaluation of the A* and MCTS Algorithms
To evaluate both the A* and the MCTS algorithm for solving the dragline positioning planning prob-
lem, an exhaustive search is performed in all the test scenarios to locate the optimal positioning se-
quence. The exhaustive search method simply generates all possible positioning sequences given the
maximum searching depth and selects the one that leads to the goal state with the minimum operation
time.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of tb between single-threaded and multi-threaded MCTS algorithms along the running
process in Scenario 4. Each algorithm was implemented ten times with a maximum 20000 iterations (α =
0.5, C = 2.0). The error bars show the standard deviation of tb among ten runs after the same number of
iterations.
First, the performance of the A* algorithm is compared to the exhaustive search algorithms.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results from applying these two algorithms on the test scenarios. It can
be seen that the adapted A* algorithm is capable of generating optimal positioning sequences to com-
plete the excavation task in these test scenarios. In Scenario 1, 2, and 4, the computation time of the
A* algorithm is on the order of minutes. However in Scenario 3 and 5, the computation time required
to obtain the solutions is excessive. In A* algorithm, there is a trade-off between optimality and speed
that is affected by the heuristic cost function. An admissible heuristic cost function guarantees that
the final solution is optimal. However, if the heuristic cost function significantly underestimates the
future cost to the goal from a given node, the algorithm will become less ‘informed’ and may end up
exploring a huge amount of nodes before finding the optimal solution. In contrast, if the heuristic cost
function overestimates the future cost, it is likely that the algorithm will find a feasible sub-optimal
solution in a less amount of time. The heuristic cost function specified in AStarPos is purely depend-
ent on the height differences of the grid points between the current terrain and the target terrain in the
digging area. This ensures that the heuristic cost function is admissible. However, in some situations,
the height changes of the grid points in the optimal solution may differ greatly from the way specified
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by the heuristic cost function, due to the geometric constraints in excavation. In these situations, the
heuristic cost function may significantly underestimates the future costs, making the A* algorithm
computationally intractable.
Table 5.2: Comparison of the performance between the A* and exhaustive search algorithms. tb and tcp are the
operation time of the solutions and the required computation time from the algorithms. dopt is the depth of
the goal node in the A* solutions. N expl and N tot are the number of nodes explored and the total number of
nodes in the tree. NG is the number of goal nodes in the tree. The exhaustive search method is implemented
with dmax = 4 in Scenario 3.
Scenario
A* Exhaustive search
tcp(s) tb(s) N expl N tot dopt tb(s) NG
1 47.4 7377.3 15256 223676 2 7377.3 5907
2 235.3 19501.9 62653 223676 3 19501.9 5143
3 141926 20353.7 4960757 76943396 3 20353.7 656
4 227.5 14021.4 65093 223676 4 14021.4 1657
5 26056 32388.4 872716 1633070 4 32388.4 193
Table 5.3: Comparison of the performance between the A*, MCTS and greedy algorithms. tb and N expl of
the MCTS algorithm (α = 0.5, C = 2.0) are the average resulting operation time and the average number of
nodes explored in a tree among ten runs. The standard deviation in tb among these runs and the percentage
difference of tb from the optimal solution are shown.
Scenario
A* MCTS Greedy
tcp(s) tb(s) N expl dopt tcp(s) tb(s) N expl std(s) % diff from opt tcp(s) tb(s) % diff from opt
1
5 7420.5 179 136.7 0.59
47.4 7377.3 15256 2 12 7377.3 432 0.0 0.00 0.4 7602.2 3.05
24 7377.3 1048 0.0 0.00
2
24 19599.2 882 78.1 0.50
235.3 19501.9 62653 3 59 19524.7 2455 48.2 0.12 0.5 21934.0 12.47
118 19501.9 4813 0.0 0.00
3
60 20495.0 1303 289.1 0.69
141926 20353.7 4960757 3 150 20353.7 3442 0.0 0.00 2.0 30767.0 51.16
300 20353.7 6785 0.0 0.00
4
23 14175.0 864 77.2 1.10
227.5 14021.4 65093 4 57 14102.3 2359 42.6 0.58 0.9 16392.1 16.91
114 14092.2 4609 48.8 0.51
5
150 34161.1 7119 1012.8 5.47
26056 32388.4 872716 4 300 33504.9 14755 685.7 3.45 1.2 35660.9 10.10
600 32753.9 31320 615.3 1.13
Table 5.3 compares the performance between the MCTS, A* and greedy algorithms in the test
scenarios. The adapted MCTS algorithm demonstrates great potential in solving the dragline strategic
planning problem from these results. In these tests, the MCTS algorithm was implemented ten times
with each allocated time budget in each scenario and allocated four threads for root parallelization. It
can be seen that the MCTS algorithm is always able to find a feasible solution when it is terminated.
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This ‘anytime’ feature, which is not present in the A* algorithm, makes the MCTS algorithm very
suitable for on-line planning. The decreasing standard deviation of the operation time indicates the
convergence to the optimal solution as more computation time is allowed. While the tractability of
the A* algorithm differs significantly in these scenarios due to the difficulty of obtaining a reasonable
heuristic cost function, the MCTS algorithm is able to locate the near-optimal positioning sequences
with significantly less time and memory consumption. This is because the expected future costs from
the existing nodes in the MCTS algorithm are continuously updated through iterative action sampling
and simulation from the root down the tree. The estimation gets more accurate as the number of
iterations increases and the search gradually becomes more focused on the tree branches that are
more likely to contain the optimal solution.
The MCTS algorithm also shows its advantages when compared to the greedy algorithm. Even
though the greedy algorithm requires only a small amount of computation time, the MCTS solutions
in the test scenarios significantly outperform the greedy solutions in terms of the operation time.
It is noted that when the goal node of the optimal solution lies deeply in the tree or the number of
goal nodes is small (compared to the total number of nodes in the tree), the MCTS algorithm requires
more computation resources to locate good solutions (consider Scenario 1, 2 and 4). This is because
the tree policy in the algorithm is heavily dependent on t1 and n2 from the existing nodes. Since
we only update t1 and n2 when the goal condition is achieved after the simulation phase, it is more
difficult for the algorithm to quickly obtain an accurate estimation of t1 for the existing nodes and
locate the promising part of the tree in these situations. This issue could be addressed by improving
the exploitation part of Eq (5.2). Additional sampling criterion could be added to guide the search
towards the desired part of the tree without necessarily reaching the goal in the previous iterations. In
Scenario 3, the MCTS algorithm is able to produce the near-optimal solutions with almost the same
time budget as in Scenario 2, despite the significant size of the tree. This is because the proportion
of goal nodes is expected to be much larger in Scenario 3 than that in Scenario 2, and the algorithm
can frequently update the values of t1 and n2. For Scenario 5, the larger computation time required
(compared to other scenarios) to find the near-optimal solutions can be attributed to the extremely
small proportion of goal nodes and a larger action space for sampling.
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Sensitivity of Productivity to Dragline Positioning Sequence
To further investigate the effect on excavation productivity from different dragline positioning se-
quences, we recorded all the feasible positioning sequences in each test scenario during the exhaustive
search. For demonstration, here we show the best and the worst ten positioning sequences in each test
scenario (in terms of operation time) in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively. We can see that the
completion of the excavation task requires the dragline to follow certain positioning patterns, and the
operation time required to complete the task is significantly affected by the selection of the positioning
sequence. Further, comparison between the positioning sequences in Scenario 5 and other scenarios
indicates that each dragline excavation scenario has its own specific optimal positioning pattern, and
there is not a universally optimal positioning pattern that applies to various situations.
Another important observation is that similar positioning sequences in a particular pattern result
in similar operation time. This indicates that if we manage to obtain a suitable positioning pattern
in a given dragline excavation scenario, then we may be able to focus on searching the positioning
sequences with the same pattern to obtain the optimal positioning sequence.
5.5 Conclusions
Based on the developed geometry-based simulation model for dragline excavation and the improved
cost function in the previous chapter, the dragline strategic planning problem is now represented as a
tree search problem. In this chapter, we adapt the A* and the MCTS algorithms to solve the second
sub-problem in dragline strategic planning, where the dragline positioning sequence is optimized
when a specified digging and dumping strategy applied at each position. Simulation results show that
the A* algorithm is able to obtain the optimal positioning sequences to complete the excavation task,
but its performance is largely dependent on the heuristic cost function that guides the tree expansion.
The MCTS algorithm, on the other hand, improves its estimation of the expected future costs from
different states via iterative action sampling and gradually focuses the search in the promising part of
the tree. It is shown that the MCTS algorithm is able to obtain near-optimal positioning sequences
using significantly less time and memory than the A* algorithm.
Further investigation has been performed on the sensitivity of dragline productivity to the pos-
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Figure 5.4: The best ten positioning sequences in each test scenario with the specified digging and dumping
strategy applied at each position. For visualization, each positioning sequence is vertically projected upward
on a horizontal plane with a particular height in the z axis. Different markers are used to indicate the sequence
of dragline positions (1st: ×, 2nd: ◦, 3rd: △, 4th: +). The positioning sequences are sorted in a ascending
order of the resulting operation time from the bottom.
itioning sequence. Visualization of two sets of feasible positioning sequences in the test scenarios
shows that the dragline positioning sequence has significant effect on the operation time required to
complete the excavation task of a block. Another important observation is that the operation time
resulting from the positioning sequences with the same pattern are similar. These knowledge can help
reduce the search space in the overall dragline strategic planning problem if a preferred positioning
pattern can found in a given dragline excavation scenario.
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Figure 5.5: The worst ten positioning sequences in each test scenario with the specified digging and dumping
strategy applied at each position. For visualization, each positioning sequence is vertically projected upward
on a horizontal plane with a particular height in the z axis. Different markers are used to indicate the sequence
of dragline positions (1st: ×, 2nd: ◦, 3rd: △, 4th: +). The positioning sequences are sorted in a ascending
order of the resulting operation time from the top.
Chapter 6
Dragline Strategic Planning via a
Hierarchical Planning Framework
The performance of the Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm in solving the second sub-
problem in Chapter 5 has demonstrated the advantages of using simulation-based planning methods
to address the dragline strategic planning problem. However, it is still difficult to solve the overall
dragline strategic planning problem efficiently by directly evaluating different positioning, digging
and dumping action sequences with an MCTS algorithm due to the excessive size of the decision
space. To perform dragline strategic planning in real time, other approaches need to be incorporated
to further improve the searching efficiency.
In this chapter, we develop a planning framework that aims to solve the dragline strategic planning
problem over the whole action space while remaining tractable. The development of this framework is
inspired by the solutions to the sub-problems. From the digging and dumping solutions in Chapter 3,
we observe that removing all the available material at each position and dumping it at the nearby feas-
ible dumping locations appears to be a reasonable strategy in most of the test instances. In Chapter 5,
we see that the near-optimal positioning sequences share the same pattern in each test scenario. Based
on these observations, we propose a hierarchical planning framework that consists of two planning
phases to solve the overall dragline strategic planning problem. The task in the first phase is to op-
timize the dragline positioning sequence when a specified digging and dumping strategy is applied
at each position. After that, the resulting positioning sequence is used as the ‘starting point’ of the
planning process in the second phase to search for the globally optimal positioning, digging and
dumping action sequence. The globally optimal solution is the action sequence that leads to the min-
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imum operation time required to complete the given excavation task, computed by the improved cost
function developed in Chapter 4. The hierarchical planning structure is able to incorporate domain
knowledge from dragline excavation and makes it possible to provide high-quality strategic plans for
actual excavation in real time.
6.1 Hierarchical Planning Framework Overview
A new decision tree is constructed for the overall dragline strategic planning problem. Unlike the tree
in Chapter 5 where each edge corresponds to the action of moving to another position, an edge in
this new tree could represent the positioning action or the redefined digging and dumping action. An
example representation of the full decision tree in this problem is shown in Figure 6.1. A direct result
of including the digging and dumping actions in the tree is an exponential growth in the number of
nodes with the increased searching depth and available actions. It will be shown subsequently in this
chapter that searching this tree is intractable even with the adapted MCTS algorithm in Chapter 5.
S !"$%
Action 2: Dig & dump
Action 1: Position
...
Root
Figure 6.1: An example decision tree in the overall dragline strategic planning problem.
To search for the optimal action sequence in this tree, we propose a hierarchical planning frame-
work that breaks the planning process into two phases, as shown in Figure 6.2. In the first phase
(Phase 1), we apply an MCTS algorithm to optimize the dragline positioning sequence when a spe-
cified digging and dumping strategy is applied at each position, and then improves the solution with
a Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) algorithm. There are several reasons why we choose to
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plan the positioning sequence first and use it as the foundation for further planning in this framework.
Firstly, the positioning sequence determines whether the excavation task can be completed under the
geometric constraints in excavation. Secondly, the swing angle required to transfer the material from
the digging area to the dumping area is largely determined by the relative distance from the dragline
to the digging or dumping areas (this can be seen from the results in Chapter 3). Given the direct
relationship between swing time and swing angle, computing the overall dragline action sequence
based on an optimized positioning sequence is a reasonable strategy.
...
Working area
...
MCTS VNS MCTS
Phase 1 Phase 2
Figure 6.2: An overview of the process of using the proposed hierarchical planning framework to search the
full decision tree shown in Figure 6.1. The dashed paths with arrows indicate part of the resulting positioning
sequences from the MCTS algorithm and after improvement by the VNS algorithm in Phase 1, where a
specified digging and dumping strategy is applied at each position.
The positioning sequence is obtained in Phase 1 by using the same digging and dumping strategy
as the one in Chapter 5 with ms = 1, me = Mk and l
s = 1. We argue that the resulting positioning
sequence from using this strategy is near to the global optimum, for a number of reasons. Maximizing
the digging volume at each position reduces the total number of positions required to finish the excav-
ation task and therefore, eliminates positioning sequences with an unreasonable number of dragline
positions. Also, dumping the removed material at the nearest feasible location generally decreases the
total swing angle and it is consistent with the aim of minimizing swing time. Although this digging
and dumping strategy may not be optimal for each positioning sequence (as discussed in Chapter 3
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and with consideration of hoist movement in the cost function), it will still provide an acceptable
gauge of the quality of the positioning sequences.
In the second phase (Phase 2) of the framework, we apply another MCTS algorithm to search the
full tree for the globally optimal action sequence where all dragline actions (positioning, digging and
dumping) are considered. In this phase, the decision tree is reconstructed and we narrow the search
space in this tree by biasing the selection of dragline positions towards the solution from Phase 1
to allow more efficient action sampling. An improved tree policy and default policy for sampling
the positioning actions are proposed to be applied in this MCTS algorithm. Given the significant
effect on dragline productivity from the positioning sequence, it is expected that the globally optimal
positioning sequence would not have a drastically different pattern from the solution from Phase 1.
Further improvement of operation time is achieved by adjusting the digging and dumping strategies
at ‘neighbouring’ positions of the Phase 1 solution.
In both phases, we no longer search the tree using the A* algorithm due to the significant increase
in the number of nodes, and the difficulty of obtaining a reasonable heuristic cost function. In the
following sections, we will discuss these two planning phases in greater details and present the sim-
ulation results in the test scenarios. We will also discuss the practical implications of the results and
how to increase the applicability of this planning framework in actual excavation.
6.2 Phase 1: Search for a Near-Optimal Positioning Sequence
The task in Phase 1 is to optimize the positioning sequence with a specified digging and dumping
strategy applied at each position. Here, the selection of the digging and dumping strategy is vital as
it determines the quality of the resulting positioning sequence that will be provided as the input to
Phase 2. In this chapter, we continue to use the digging and dumping strategy applied to address the
sub-problem in Chapter 5. At a particular dragline position k, this strategy instructs the dragline to
remove all the available material in the digging area (if dumping room permits) and dumps it at the
nearest feasible dumping location that has the smallest swing angle φpl,k. If all the removed material
has been disposed, then the excavation terminates at the current dragline position. If there is no more
available dumping room left at the current dumping location l, then the dumping operation continues
at the adjacent dumping location l + 1.
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Since the digging and dumping strategy is pre-defined in Phase 1, a significant number of nodes
after taking the digging and dumping actions in the full tree can be neglected. The problem to be
solved in Phase 1 is essentially the same as the second sub-problem, and we use the MCTSPos al-
gorithm described in Chapter 5 to obtain an initial positioning solution. This positioning solution is
further improved in Phase 1 through a VNS routine. We expect it would quickly improve the MCTS
solution by directly evaluating similar positioning sequences with the same pattern in a set of defined
neighbourhoods.
6.2.1 VNS in Dragline Positioning Planning
A VNS algorithm improves an initial solution to a problem by performing a sequence of local search
routines in neighbourhoods of various sizes [54]. Applying the VNS algorithm for dragline strategic
planning is based on the observation from Chapter 5 that similar dragline positioning sequences res-
ult in similar operation time. This observation indicates the ‘smoothness’ of the cost function with
respect to local changes of the dragline positioning sequence, which is a desirable property for local
search algorithms to perform well [83].
In this thesis, a neighbourhood of a positioning sequence is defined based on the Euclidean dis-
tance between the candidate positions. We first specify a value R to be the radius that defines the
smallest neighbouring area of a dragline position, which shown by the circle around position aw(0) in
Figure 6.3. The smallest neighbourhood of a position sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)) is defined as
a set N1 = {(aw
(0), aw(1), ..., aw(i)
′
, ..., aw(N−1))| ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}, aw(i)
′
∈ Sw, dw
aw(i)
′
,aw(i)
≤
R}. dwk′,k is the Euclidean distance between two dragline positions k
′ and k. By increasing the
size of the neighbouring area for a particular position, we can define a set of nm neighbourhoods
{N1,N2, ...,Nnm}. The radius of the neighbouring area of a particular dragline position inNn is nR,
∀n ∈ {1, 2, ..., nm}. A conceptual view of several positioning sequences in different neighbourhoods
of an example positioning sequence are shown in Figure 6.3.
The VNS algorithm we applied in Phase 1 is a variant of the basic VNS algorithm called Variable
Neighbourhood Descent (VND) algorithm [54]. In this variant, the procedure of randomly selecting
a new solution at the beginning of each iteration is abandoned, and the change of the searching
neighbourhood is performed in a deterministic way. At the beginning of the VNS algorithm, the
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Figure 6.3: The neighbourhood structures of a dragline positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), aw(2)) in the work-
ing area (top view). In this figure, positioning sequence (aw(0)
′
, aw(1), aw(2)) is within the smallest neigh-
bourhood N1 of (a
w(0), aw(1), aw(2)). Positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1)
′
, aw(2)) belongs to neighbourhood
N2 of (a
w(0), aw(1), aw(2)). Positioning sequence (aw(0)
′
, aw(1)
′
, aw(2)) does not belong to any neighbour-
hoods of (aw(0), aw(1), aw(2)).
current best solution is initialized as the resulting positioning sequence from MCTSPos. Then, the
algorithm starts evaluating all the positioning sequences within the smallest neighbourhood N1 of
this solution. If better sequences are found during this local search, then the current best solution
is replaced with the one that makes the largest improvement. After that, a new iteration of local
search is performed within N1 of the updated best solution. If no improvement is found, then we
expand the searching neighbourhood by R and performs the local search within N2. The above
process repeats until no improvement can be found in the largest neighbourhood of the current best
solution or the allocated time budget is exhausted. The proposed VNS algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 6.1 (VNSPos). The BestImprove and ChangeNeighbourhood functions in VNSPos are
described in Algorithm 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
To illustrate the advantage of using VNSPos, we compare the operation time of the solutions from
applying MCTSPos in Scenario 4 with or without implementing VNSPos afterwards in Figure 6.4.
The MCTSPos algorithm was first run ten times for 1000 iterations in each run. After that, we ap-
plied VNSPos to the solutions obtained at Iteration 250, 500, 750, and 1000. The values of parameter
nm, R and tcp in VNSPos are 2, 8 metres and 5 seconds, respectively. It can be seen that applying the
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Algorithm 6.1 VNSPos
Require: Positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)), initial state s(0), candidate positions Sw, specified
digging and dumping strategy (1,Mk , 1), number of neighbourhood structures n
m, radius of the smallest
neighbouring area R, maximum computation time tcp
Ensure: Improved positioning sequence sol seq
1: sol seq ← (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)); ⊲ Solution of the VNS algorithm
2: t← 0; ⊲ Consumed computation time
3: n← 1;
4: while n ≤ nm and t ≤ tcp do
5: tmp seq ← sol seq;
6: BESTIMPROVE(sol seq, n,Sw, R, s(0), (1,Mk, 1)); ⊲ Try to improve the best positioning sequence in
the current neighbourhood
7: n←CHANGENEIGHBOURHOOD(tmp seq, sol seq, n); ⊲ Adjust the neighbourhood structure based
on whether an improvement is made
8: t←CONSUMEDTIME( );
9: end while
10: return sol seq.
Algorithm 6.2 BestImprove
Require: Positioning sequence (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)), current neighbourhood structure n, candidate po-
sitions Sw, radius of the smallest neighbouring area R, initial state s(0), specified digging and dumping
strategy (1,Mk, 1)
1: sol seq ← (aw(0), aw(1), ..., aw(N−1)); ⊲ Best solution in this neighbourhood
2: tb ←OPERATIONTIME(s(0) , (sol seq, 1,Mk, 1))
1; ⊲ Operation time of the best solution in this
neighbourhood
3: Nn ← CONSTRUCTNEIGHBOURHOOD(sol seq, n,S
w, R);
4: for any one of the remaining positioning sequences tmp seq in Nn do
5: tb,neigh ←OPERATIONTIME(s(0) , (tmp seq, 1,Mk, 1));
6: if tb,neigh < tb then ⊲ Improvement is made, update the best solution
7: tb ← tb,neigh;
8: sol seq ← tmp seq;
9: end if
10: Remove tmp seq from Nn;
11: end for
1 Function OPERATIONTIME repeatedly applies SIMULATOR for each step and accumulates the transition costs.
Algorithm 6.3 ChangeNeighbourhood
Require: Positioning sequence tmp seq and sol seq, current neighbourhood structure n
Ensure: Next neighbourhood structure n
1: if tmp seq is not the same as sol seq then
2: n← 1; ⊲ Improvement is made, restart the search from the smallest neighbourhood
3: else
4: n← n+ 1; ⊲ No improvement is made, expand the neighbourhood
5: end if
6: return n.
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VNS algorithm significantly improves the quality of the MCTS solutions. It is noticed that the average
operation time after applying VNSPos slightly increases in the second and the third test instance. The
operation time of MCTSPos solution is continuously improved with more allocated computational
budget. However, it is possible that the MCTSPos solution is not within the defined neighbourhoods
of the optimal solution in Phase 1. We found that this is often due to different number of positions
between the MCTSPos solution and the optimal solution. If this is the case, the solution after ap-
plying the VNSPos is a local optimum (such as the second and the third test instance in the figure).
If it happens that the solution obtained at the early stage of MCTSPos is within one of the defined
neighbourhoods of the optimal solution in Phase 1, then applying VNSPos is going to find the optimal
solution, leading to a larger improvement in operation time (such as the first test instance). In VNS-
Pos, we do not evaluate positioning sequences with different numbers of positions from theMCTSPos
solution because it would significantly increase the time required to perform the local search within a
neighbourhood.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the operation time of the positioning sequences from MCTSPos and
MCTSPos+VNSPos in Scenario 4. In each test instance both algorithms were run ten times with a max-
imum number of iterations allowed in MCTSPos. The blue dotted line shows the optimal operation time in
Phase 1. The error bars show the standard deviation of operation time among multiple runs.
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6.3 Phase 2: Search for the Globally Optimal Strategic Plan
In Phase 2 of the hierarchical planning framework, we aim to search for the globally optimal dragline
action sequence in the tree shown in Figure 6.1. We utilize the resulting positioning sequence from
Phase 1 to narrow the search space and focus the searching effort on the branches that are ‘close’ to
this positioning sequence. In the following sections, we will propose two different ways to narrow
the search space and show how they can be incorporated in an MCTS algorithm in Phase 2.
6.3.1 Constrained Action Space for Positioning
A direct way to restrict the search space in Phase 2 is to reduce the number of candidate positions
for sampling in the MCTS algorithm. In this thesis, we specify a value R′ that defines the radius of
a neighbouring area for each position aw(i) in the solution from Phase 1. The set of indices of the
candidate positions within R′ of aw(i) is denoted by Sw(i), where Sw(i) ⊆ Sw, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.
The value of R′ is not necessarily the same as R in VNSPos. The original action space for positioning
Sw can be replaced with Sw(i) when a positioning action needs to be chosen during the selection,
expansion or simulation phase in Phase 2.
6.3.2 Alternative Sampling Criterion for Positioning
In an MCTS algorithm, the action sampling in the selection phase is controlled by the tree policy that
tries to balance between exploration and exploitation. The action sampling criteria in the exploitation
term of the tree policy are important as they significantly influence the expansion of the decision tree.
Here, we define an alternative sampling criterion that can be incorporated in the tree policy to improve
the searching efficiency of dragline positions in Phase 2. This sampling criterion is based on a discrete
probability distribution that is weighted by the distance from the candidate positions in Sw(i) to aw(i)
obtained in Phase 1. Formally, the probability of choosing position aw(i)
′
∈ Sw(i) is computed as
Prob(aw(i)
′
) =
max
k∈Sw
dw
k,aw(i)
− dw
aw(i)
′
,aw(i)
|Sw(i)|max
k∈Sw
dw
k,aw(i)
−
∑
k∈Sw(i)
dw
k,aw(i)
, (6.1)
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where |Sw(i)| is the number of candidate positions in Sw(i). According to Eq (6.1), the probability
of choosing a position closer to aw(i) is higher than choosing a position further away from aw(i).
This could help focus the search on action sequences containing similar positioning sequences to the
solution in Phase 1.
6.3.3 MCTS in Overall Dragline Strategic Planning
The MCTS algorithm in Phase 2 is developed based on MCTSPos. The backpropagation phase op-
erates the same as the one in Phase 1, that is we update the values stored in each node along the
searching path at the current iteration. In the selection, expansion and simulation phases, we may
encounter the situation when we need to choose a positioning action aw or a digging and dumping ac-
tion agp among a set of feasible candidates. For choosing agp, we follow the same procedures as those
in MCTSPos: In the selection phase, we select a digging and dumping action agp that maximizes the
value of Eq (5.2). In the expansion and simulation phases, we choose the next digging and dumping
action uniformly at random among the candidates until one of the terminal conditions is met.
The major improvement we make to theMCTS algorithm in Phase 2 is the sampling of positioning
actions. We develop two variants of the MCTS algorithm in Phase 2 depending on how those two
methods proposed in Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 are incorporated to improve the sampling efficiency of
positions. In the first variant, which we call MCTSSP1 (MCTS for strategic planning), the sampling
criteria of the positioning actions is the same as inMCTSPos, except that the feasible positions at step i
is restricted to a set of neighbouring positions in Sw(i). In the second variant, which we callMCTSSP2,
we choose next position aw(i)
′
in the selection phase leading to a child node c that maximizes the value
of
αProb(aw(i)
′
) + (1− α)sig
(
tp1 − (t
c
2 − t
p
2 + t
c
1)
σp1
)
+ C
√
lnnp1
nc1
, (6.2)
where p is the current node in the selection phase and aw(i)
′
is the positioning action leading to
child node c. The last two terms in Eq (6.2) are the same as those in Eq (5.2). In the first term,
the probability of reaching the goal
nc2
nc1
is replaced by a value computed by the discrete probability
distribution we defined in Eq (6.1). In the expansion and simulation phase of MCTSSP2, we choose
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position aw(i) or the closest position to aw(i) among the candidates in Sw(i) if it has been chosen in the
previous steps of the current iteration to avoid duplicate positions in the solution. Table 6.1 provides
an overview of different phases in an iteration of MCTSSP1 and MCTSSP2. Other improvements
introduced to MCTSPos are also implemented in MCTSSP1 and MCTSSP2. The maximum searching
depth of the tree in Phase 2 is 2N , where N is the number of positions contained in the solution from
Phase 1.
Table 6.1: Comparison of four phases between two proposed MCTS algorithms in Phase 2 of the hierarchical
planning framework.
Phase Action type MCTSSP1 MCTSSP2
Selection
Position
Select aw within Sw(i)
that maximizes Eq (5.2)
Select aw within Sw(i)
that maximizes Eq (6.2)
Dig and Dump Select agp that maximizes Eq (5.2) Select agp that maximizes Eq (5.2)
Expansion
Position Randomly choose aw within Sw(i)
Choose aw within Sw(i)
that minimizes dw
aw(i)
′
,aw(i)
Dig and Dump Randomly choose agp Randomly choose agp
Simulation
Position Randomly choose aw within Sw(i)
Choose aw within Sw(i)
that minimizes dw
aw(i)
′
,aw(i)
Dig and Dump Randomly choose agp Randomly choose agp
Backpropagation All
Update n1, n2 and σ1, t1 (if task completed) of
the nodes in the selection and expansion phase
6.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, we will evaluate the proposed hierarchical planning framework by testing it on the
same scenarios presented in Chapter 3 and 5. The first thing we want to investigate is whether using
the proposed hierarchical planning framework is able to converge to the globally optimal positioning,
digging and dumping action sequence that completes the excavation task of the block. For the ori-
ginal goal conditions that we specify for each scenario in Chapter 5, obtaining the globally optimal
action sequence is computationally prohibitive due to the extreme size of the tree. To investigate the
convergence to the global optimum by using the hierarchical planning framework, we create a corres-
ponding relaxed problem for each test scenario by relaxing its goal condition, and then use an adapted
A* algorithm from Chapter 5 to search the full tree to obtain the globally optimal action sequence for
comparison. Specifically, the target proportions of grid points that need to reach their target heights
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within the digging area in the test scenarios are reduced and the relaxed goal conditions are shown in
Table 6.2. With these relaxed goal conditions, the dragline is able to finish the excavation task in each
test scenario with only two positions.
Table 6.2: Relaxed goal conditions in the test scenarios and the parameters used in generating the simulation
results in Figure 6.5 and 6.6. α and C are parameters used in the tree policy in the MCTS algorithms in both
phases. R and nm are parameters in VNSPos. R′ is the parameter used to formulate the constrained action
space for positioning in Phase 2.
Scenario
Relaxed goal conditions
(proportion of grid points that reach the target heights)
α C R(m) nm R′(m)
1 0.81 (same as the original goal condition) 0.5 2.0 8 2 12
2 0.6 0.5 2.0 8 2 12
3 0.6 0.5 2.0 8 2 12
4 0.7 0.5 2.0 8 2 12
5 0.31 0.5 2.0 8 2 16
6.4.1 Evaluation with Relaxed Goal Conditions
Figure 6.5 and 6.6 show the operation time of the solutions from the hierarchical planning framework
in all the test scenarios with the relaxed goal conditions given four different time budgets (15, 30,
45 and 60 seconds). For comparison, we also include the results when the full tree (including the
digging and dumping actions) is directly searched with an MCTS algorithm adapted from MCTSPos
in a single phase (i.e., no constrained action space or alternative sampling criterion for positioning).
For each allocated time budget in each scenario, the planning process was repeated ten times. In these
tests, we allocate 5 seconds to VNSPos, 20% of the remaining time budget to MCTSPos and the other
80% to MCTSSP1 or MCTSSP2 in Phase 2. Other parameter settings in these tests can be seen in
Table 6.2.
It is unsurprising that directly searching the full tree has the worst performance among these three
planning approaches. On the other hand, the hierarchical planning framework is able to find the near-
optimal action sequences within the one minute in these relaxed problems. The performance of the
hierarchical planning framework with MCTSSP2 is consistently better than the one with MCTSSP1.
This better performance results from higher sampling efficiency of positioning actions in MCTSSP2,
and it validates the strategy of searching around the positioning sequence obtained in Phase 1 using
the specified digging and dumping strategy. By replacing the first term of Eq (5.2) with a probabil-
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(b) Scenario 2.
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(c) Scenario 3.
Figure 6.5: Box plots for comparing the operation time of the solutions from three planning approaches (left
to right: directly search the full tree; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP1; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP2) in
Scenario 1, 2 and 3 (relaxed goal conditions). The grey dots show the operation time of individual solutions
in multiple runs for a given time budget. The red line and the red dashed line inside a box indicate the
average and the median values of the resulting operation time. The larger box and the smaller box indicate
the standard deviation and the 95% confidence interval of the resulting operation time. The upper blue dotted
line in each plot shows the optimal operation time in Phase 1 and the lower one shows the globally optimal
operation time.
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(a) Scenario 4.
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(b) Scenario 5.
Figure 6.6: Box plots for comparing the operation time of the solutions from three planning approaches (left
to right: directly search the full tree; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP1; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP2) in
Scenario 4 and 5 (relaxed goal conditions). The grey dots show the operation time of individual solutions in
multiple runs for a given time budget. The red line and the red dashed line inside a box indicate the average
and the median value of the resulting operation time. The larger box and the smaller box indicate the standard
deviation and the 95% confidence interval of the resulting operation time. The upper blue dotted line in each
plot shows the optimal operation time in Phase 1 and the lower one shows the globally optimal operation
time.
ity value computed by the proposed discrete distribution in Eq (6.1), the selection of the positioning
actions during the early stage of MCTSSP2 becomes more informed. The introduction of this altern-
ative sampling criterion biases the selection of the positioning actions towards more promising tree
branches based on the solution from Phase 1. The performance improvement is also attributed to
the improved expansion and simulation phases in MCTSSP2. In these two phases of MCTSSP2, the
choice of the positioning actions within the constrained action space are also biased to the solution
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from Phase 1 and therefore, leading to more efficient sampling in the unexplored part of the tree.
In the relaxed problems of Scenario 1, 2 and 4, the optimal operation time with the specified
digging and dumping strategy and the globally optimal operation time are very similar. This means
excavating the overburden with the specified digging and dumping strategy following the resulting
positioning sequence from Phase 1 is close to the globally optimal strategic plan. In these situations,
there is little room for improving the operation time in Phase 2. In Scenario 3 and 5, a larger margin
exists between the local optimal operation time in Phase 1 and the globally optimal operation time.
Applying the specified digging and dumping strategy is no longer the optimal choice in these scen-
arios, and the hierarchical planning framework is able to locate overall strategic plans that are near to
the global optima.
6.4.2 Evaluation with Original Goal Conditions
With evidence of being able to converge to the global optimum using the proposed hierarchical plan-
ning framework, we further evaluate its performance in the test scenarios with the original goal con-
ditions. In particular, we choose to perform the tests in Scenario 4. This scenario is constructed based
on actual terrain data and it is considered as a challenging test scenario because the depth of the goal
node in the optimal solution from Phase 1 is 4. Figure 6.7 shows the operation time of the solutions
from the hierarchical planning framework in this scenario given five different time budgets (60, 300,
600, 900 and 1200 seconds). The results from directly searching the full tree are also included. For
each time budget, the planning framework was run ten times. The parameters used in implementation
are the same as those in the relaxed problem (Table 6.2, except the goal conditions). From Figure 6.7,
it is obvious that directly applying the MCTS algorithm to search the full decision tree is not feasible
in an actual dragline strategic planning problem. The hierarchical planning framework withMCTSSP2
also outperforms the one with MCTSSP1, and the former one manages to find more overall strategic
plans that are better than the optimal solution from Phase 1. It is noted that the average and median
operation time of the solutions slightly increase in both planning frameworks with time budget of 300
seconds. Similar behaviour has also been observed in Section 6.2.1, and we believe this is also due to
the implementation of VNSPos on theMCTSPos solutions. It is possible that the solution from MCT-
SPos does not belong to any of the defined neighbourhoods of the optimal positioning solution (using
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the specified digging and dumping strategy). If this is the case, the positioning solution after ap-
plying VNSPos is a local optimum, making it more difficult to improve the overall strategic plan in
Phase 2. Further, if it happens that the positioning solution obtained at the early stage of MCTSPos
belongs to one of the defined neighbourhoods of the optimal positioning sequence in Phase 1, then
applying VNSPos is going to find this solution and make it easier to find a better overall strategic
plan in Phase 2 (such as the results with a time budget of 60 seconds). These results show that in the
proposed hierarchical planning framework, the solution from Phase 1 can have significant impact on
the quality of the final solution.
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Figure 6.7: Box plots for comparing the operation time of the solutions from three planning approaches (left
to right: directly search the full tree; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP1; MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP2) in
Scenario 4 (original goal conditions). The blue dotted line shows the optimal operation time in Phase 1. No
data points are shown for the direct search approach with the time budget of 60 seconds because no feasible
solutions are found in any of the runs. Note that the range of the operation time in the first plot is not the
same as in the remaining plots.
6.4.3 Practical Implications
Through the results in the previous two sections, we have demonstrated the potential of using the
proposed hierarchical planning framework to solve the dragline strategic planning problem. In this
section, we will discuss some practical implications of the simulation results and ways to increase the
applicability of the planning framework for actual dragline operations.
First, we notice that in some of the current test scenarios, even though the proposed hierarchical
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planning framework continuously improves the overall strategic plan as time proceeds, the improve-
ment it makes compared to the optimal operation time in Phase 1 is relatively small. This little gap
of the operation time between the solution from Phase 1 and Phase 2 could be explained by the sim-
ilar argument we made in the discussion section in Chapter 3, that is, the trade-off in what to dig
and where to dump between different positions is more valuable when there exists a large overlap of
available material for digging or when the available room for dumping is rather limited. In dragline
excavation, these two factors are related to the positioning sequence and the initial terrain profile of
the mining environment. As shown in Chapter 5, the near-optimal positioning sequences in Scenario
1 to 4 follow Pattern 3 described in Chapter 3. In these cases, it is necessary to deploy the specified
digging and dumping strategy in Phase 1 to complete the excavation task. Dragline positioning pattern
1 to 3 are commonly seen when the dragline is operating in a relatively narrow strip.
In actual excavation, the mine planner could allocate more computational resources to Phase 1
in the hierarchical planning framework if he thinks there is little gain to be achieved by adjusting
the digging and dumping strategy. To show the effect of different implementation strategies in the
planning framework, we perform tests in Scenario 4 with the same overall time budgets as in Fig-
ure 6.7. Figure 6.8 shows the operation time of the solutions from the planning framework using two
different implementation strategies. In the first strategy, we disable the planning of Phase 2, allocate 5
seconds to VNSPos and all the other time budget to MCTSPos. The other implementation parameters
are the same as those in Table 6.2. In the second strategy, we allocate 5 seconds to VNSPos, 80% of
the remaining time budget to MCTSPos and the rest to Phase 2 (using MCTSSP2). Also, we reduce
the value of R′ from 12 metres to 6 metres in the second strategy to adjust the digging and dumping
strategy for a smaller number of positions in Phase 2 (since the time budget for Phase 2 is now more
limited). By comparing the results in Figure 6.8 to those in Figure 6.7, we can see that the operation
time of the solution can be quickly improved by putting more computational resources in Phase 1.
Similarly, if a certain positioning pattern is known to be better in a particular mining environment,
then this knowledge can be used to accelerate the planning by focusing on evaluating positioning
sequences that follow this pattern in Phase 1, allowing more searching effort to be directed to Phase
2. The implementation of the proposed hierarchical framework is flexible and it allows the users to
incorporate their domain knowledge and experience to enhance the planning efficiency according to
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the specific mining environment.
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Figure 6.8: Box plots for comparing the operation time of the solutions from two planning approaches (left:
MCTSPos+VNSPos; right: MCTSPos+VNSPos+MCTSSP2) in Scenario 4 (original goal conditions) using
different implementation parameters from Figure 6.7. The blue dotted line shows the optimal operation time
in Phase 1.
Second, the selection of the default digging and dumping strategy for planning in Phase 1 is
important as it guides the search for the dragline positioning sequence. The difference of the quality
between two positioning sequences should be correctly reflected using this digging and dumping
strategy. This can be seen by comparing the operation time of the feasible positioning sequences
using the specified digging and dumping strategy, to the operation time using the improved digging
and dumping strategies for the same positions. For illustration, we implement MCTSSP2 for all the
feasible positioning sequences using the specified digging and dumping strategy in Scenario 4 with
R′ = 0 (adjusting the digging and dumping strategy for the same positioning sequences) and a time
budget of 300 seconds. The operation time of the strategic plans before and after improving the
digging and dumping strategy and the percentage of improvement made are shown in Figure 6.9.
It can be seen that with the current specified digging and dumping strategy, the optimal position
sequence resulting from Phase 1 are closer to global optimum. If the solution from Phase 1 has a
significantly different positioning pattern from the globally optimal solution (which indicates larger
operation time), then it would be much more difficult to converge to the globally optimal strategic
plan by adjusting the digging and dumping strategy for similar positioning sequences in Phase 2
(e.g., positioning sequence 1500 in the right plot of Figure 6.9). Note that in the application of the
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hierarchical planning framework, the cost function is customizable, and the digging and dumping
strategy in Phase 1 should be specified according to the specific cost function.
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Figure 6.9: Operation time of all feasible positioning sequences in Scenario 4 (original goal condition) using
the specified digging and dumping strategy in Phase 1 and the improved values after adjusting the digging
and dumping strategy withMCTSSP2 for the same positions for 300 seconds.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a hierarchical planning framework to address the overall dragline strategic
planning problem. The development of this planning framework is inspired by the solutions to the
sub-problems that we addressed in the previous chapters. The hierarchical planning framework is
based on the adapted MCTS and VNS algorithms and it consists of two planning phases. In Phase 1,
we optimize the dragline positioning sequence with a specified digging and dumping strategy applied
at each position. The solution from Phase 1 is then used to enable more efficient sampling of the
positioning actions and reduce the search space required in Phase 2, where further improvement
in operation time is sought by adjusting the digging and dumping strategies for similar positioning
sequences to the Phase 1 solution. Through the simulation study, we show that the proposed planning
framework is capable of improving the overall dragline strategic plan and converging to the global
optimum. The planning framework is able to incorporate domain knowledge to further enhance its
planning efficiency and work with any customized cost function. The development of this planning
framework has provided the possibility of performing on-line dragline strategic planning for actual
excavation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis addresses the dragline operation planning problem at the strategic level in the excavation
of a block. Specifically, this thesis intends to answer the questions of where to move, what to dig,
and where to dump in order to complete the excavation of a block in minimum time. The dragline
strategic planning problem has been formulated to capture the operational constraints imposed in the
3D environment. The problem formulation has also considered the coupling between the digging
and dumping actions, which is a unique feature in dragline operation planning compared to operation
planning for other excavators addressed in previous work.
This thesis first learned about how to address the dragline strategic planning problem by consid-
ering two sub-problems. The first sub-problem involves finding the optimal digging and dumping
action sequence for a prescribed dragline positioning sequence. This sub-problem was addressed
using mixed-integer linear programming, where the actions of digging and dumping were directly
modelled as the height changes of the grid points. Solving the MILPs did provide a solution for dig-
ging and dumping, but it was exceeding computational expensive due to the direct search within the
state space and therefore, precludes the use of MILP for dragline strategic planning. From the solu-
tions to the first sub-problem, it was found that the dragline productivity can be improved by adjusting
the digging and dumping strategies at different positions; however, the level of improvement mostly
depends on the dragline positioning pattern and the specific terrain profile in the mining environment.
For most cases, it was discovered that removing all the available overburden from each position and
dumping it to the nearest feasible location appears to be a near-optimal strategy.
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The computational complexity of searching within the state space has led us to directly search for
the solution within an action space. The action space retains essential parameters to represent the pos-
sible dragline actions, and is defined to be consistent with the digging and dumping pattern observed
from the solutions to the first sub-problem. Within this action space, the dragline strategic planning
problem is modelled as a tree search problem. In the second sub-problem, where the aim is to obtain
the optimal positioning sequence given a specified digging and dumping strategy, two simulation-
based planning algorithms (A* and MCTS) were adapted to search for the optimal solution in the
decision tree. It was shown that the MCTS algorithm is able to return near-optimal positioning se-
quences using significantly less time and memory than the A* algorithm. The performance of the
MCTS algorithm has demonstrated the advantages of using simulation-based planning approaches in
dragline strategic planning. From the solutions to the second problem, it was found that the position-
ing sequence plays a major role in dragline excavation. It significantly affects whether the excavation
task can be completed, and largely determines the swing angles required to transfer the removed
overburden from the digging area to the dumping area.
To solve the overall dragline strategic planning problem efficiently, this thesis proposes a two-
phase hierarchical planning framework that combines the MCTS and VNS algorithms to search the
full decision tree. In the first phase of the framework, we optimize the dragline positioning sequence
assuming that a specified digging and dumping strategy is applied at each position. Then, in the
second phase, the positioning solution from the first phase is used to guide the search for the globally
optimal strategic plan where the selection of digging and dumping actions is also included. Through
the simulation study, it was shown that the hierarchical planning framework is able to provide near-
optimal strategic plans to complete the excavation task of a block while remaining tractable. The
implementation of the planning framework is flexible and it allows domain knowledge to be incorpor-
ated to enhance the planning efficiency. The hierarchical planning framework has demonstrated its
potential to be applied in real-time decision support for operators or to be incorporated as a decision-
making component in future autonomous dragline excavators.
7.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include:
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• Understanding the operational constraints involved in dragline strategic planning and formulat-
ing them in the 3D environment using MILP;
• Developing a geometric-based simulation model for dragline excavation and a cost function
that can be used to measure the swing time during digging and dumping;
• Formulating the dragline strategic planning problem as a tree search problem and proposing a
two-phase hierarchical planning framework that combines the MCTS and VNS algorithms to
solve the problem;
• Evaluating the proposed planning framework to show that it is able to provide near-optimal
strategic plans to complete the excavation task while remaining tractable.
7.3 Future Work
While this thesis has proposed a promising planning framework to address the strategic planning prob-
lem in dragline excavation, there is still significant work required to further improve its applicability
in actual mining process. Several important future research directions are outlined in the following
sections.
7.3.1 Improving the Cost Function
With the aim of improving dragline productivity, the cost function developed in this thesis is for-
mulated in terms of the operation time during excavation. The operation time spent in digging and
dumping is represented as the swing time, which is known to be affected by the swing angle and in
some situations, by the hoist distance required. The cost function proposed in Chapter 4 only par-
tially captures the effect from the hoist movement on swing time. With the current cost function, the
swing time resulting from two symmetric digging actions are the same (e.g., digging from Region 1
to Region 3 requires the same swing time as digging from Region 3 to Region 1), which may not be
true in actual excavation because the bucket is required to be swung over the terrain underneath its
trajectory before the boom gets to the reference position and the terrain during digging resulting from
symmetric digging actions are different. Besides swing time, there are also some other cost factors
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that may be of interest to the industry (e.g., energy consumed) which are not considered in the cur-
rent cost function. Nevertheless, the proposed hierarchical planning framework is able to work with
any customized cost function and improving the cost function can increase its applicability in actual
excavation.
7.3.2 Improving the Planning Framework
The structure of the planning framework, and the planning algorithms incorporated in the framework,
can be improved to achieve better performance. Typically, it would be beneficial to incorporate addi-
tional domain knowledge in the MCTS algorithm. In this thesis, we have included some basic domain
knowledge from dragline excavation, such as dead-end states and duplicate dragline positions, in the
MCTS algorithm. But there is still room for introducing additional domain knowledge. As discussed
in Chapter 6, if the mine manager has a preferred dragline positioning pattern or digging and dump-
ing strategy in the particular mining environment, then it can be used to guide the search inside the
MCTS algorithm and more properly distribute the computational resources to different phases in the
framework. Potentially, this domain knowledge can be learned by applying modern machine learning
techniques [84, 85] to the actual operational data collected from expert operators. The estimation of
the future costs for the nodes in the decision tree can also be improved using the operation strategy
learnt.
Currently, the hierarchical planning process is open-loop - it is possible to close the loop by
applying the best digging and dumping strategy found in Phase 2 back in Phase 1 to improve the
dragline positioning sequence, and then improving the overall strategic plan in Phase 2 again. It
is interesting to investigate the feasibility of this closed-loop hierarchical planning structure and its
performance in this problem.
It should be noted that other planning algorithms can also be applied within the proposed hierarch-
ical planning framework. A promising direction to investigate is the combination with reinforcement
learning (RL) method, especially with the recent development of deep RL methods [86, 87]. One
issue that needs to be addressed to apply RL on dragline strategic planning is generalization. In
strip mining, the initial terrain of both the digging and dumping areas can be significantly different
between different scenarios, where the optimal excavation strategies are also different. Therefore,
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a vast amount of training data would be required. Moreover, the state of the system needs to be
appropriately parameterized for the learning process, which is also a difficult task.
7.3.3 Further Evaluation of the Planning Framework
The proposed hierarchical planning framework is evaluated through a simulation study in several test
scenarios in this thesis. In the limited number of test scenarios, the advantage of using Phase 2 to
improve the digging and dumping strategy is not fully demonstrated. It is valuable to evaluate the
performance of the planning framework in more test scenarios with different types of initial terrain
profile in the mining environment.
Due to the intensive capital values of draglines and their operating schedules, the proposed plan-
ning framework is not evaluated on a full-scale machine. Experimental evaluation of the planning
framework is therefore highly desired if conditions permit. A main challenge for the planning frame-
work in actual excavation is that the state transition of the terrain is no longer deterministic and thus
requires continuous replanning. Appropriate methods need to be developed to determine whether the
information in the previous tree is retained in the next planning cycle and if so, how the previous tree
information can be used to enhance the searching efficiency. In actual excavation, the idea of receding
horizon control should be exploited in the planning framework.
7.3.4 Considering Multi-Block Excavation
This thesis focuses on solving the dragline strategic planning problem in the excavation of a block. At
the strip-level of mining, the objective is the expose the target seam of deposit under the overburden
as quickly as possible. In strip mining, the excavation of a block along a strip is not totally inde-
pendent. In particular, the material dumped during excavation of the current block is likely to affect
the available room for dumping at the next block. It is necessary to consider this effect in planning
the dragline operations during excavation of the current block. Currently this effect is not considered
in the proposed planning framework. However, it is possible to include it by imposing additional
constraints on the digging and dumping action space.
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7.3.5 Towards Dragline Automation
To achieve the automation of dragline excavation, multiple layers of planning (shown in Figure 1.4)
are required to collaborate with each other within an integrated decision making system. This thesis
has focused on planning the dragline operation at the strategic level and dynamic constraints are not
considered in the problem formulation. It is important to investigate the feasibility of implementing
the output strategic plans from the proposed framework at the lower levels of planning, and design
procedures to update the strategic plans given feedback from other parts of the decisionmaking system
if that is necessary.
7.3.6 Extending to Other Applications
The dragline action space in strategic planning has presented a hierarchical structure (moving to a
new position can be seen as an abstract action encapsulating a series of possible digging and dumping
actions). An action hierarchy associated with an agent can also be seen in many other planning
problems such as navigation and manufacturing [88]. It is expected that the proposed hierarchical
planning framework in this thesis can be extended and applied in these problems.
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